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Abstract

Incommensurability has presented difficulties for theory comparison in philosophy of science

since the work of Feyerabend and Kuhn. However, the strong versions of it have suffered frorn

damaging objections since incomrnensurabiliry has often been overcorne. Still, the

incommensurability thesis remains as a practical problern, indexed to a particular time, for

forward looking explanation and it is largely absent as a consideration in backwards looking

explanation. Lakatos and Laudan are examined but are both found wanting for their lack of

recognition of the directionality of explanation. Finally, a theological dispute between Denny

Weaver and Jirn Reimer is explored to show the parallel discussion outside the philosophy of

science.
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lntrod uction

The notion of incornmensurability, though once fashionable in the philosophy of science, has

been much pilloried over the last twenty or thirry years. While the claim that theory comparison

can be an irnpossible social task appears unproblematic - given the characters of particular

scientists and the social reality of their work - the claim that it is possible for there to be no

rational ground for theory comparison is oft denied.

Early versions of the incommensurability thesis clairned that proponents of rival theories are

unable to understand the statements of the respective theories, Following the rejection of the

analytic/synthetic distinction - and noting the theory ladenness of even the basic terms of any

theory - it is clairned that terms of one theory cannot always be restated in the language of

another. Theories are incommensurable if such'translation'between the languages of rival

theories is irnpossible. While this semantic version of the incommensurability thesis is clear, it

appears to rely on a notion of sernantic holisrn which makes the actual existence of this version

of incommensurability irnplausible.

Another version of the thesis, value incornmensurability, focuses on the rnethods of evaluation of

the enquiry. Here the meanings of tenns is not the issue; two theories can be incommensurable

even if the meanings of their terms are expressible in the other's language. Rather, the problern

lies in how the theories are evaluated. If the standards of theory evaluation are intemal to

particular theories then the choice befween them appears to be arbitrary. Consequently, two
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theories are incommensurable if they each contain sufficiently divergent standards of theory

evaluation: that is, if they disagree on what the goal of a successful theory should be. Value

incommensurability is often thought to be on stronger theoretical ground than the semantic

version. Yet problerns remain. It is not clear how prevalent such incommensurability is and thus

it is not clear how useful the notion is in understanding the nature of theory choice.

Despite the obvious differences between semantic and value incomrnensurability, they do share a

cortmon characteristic: they rely on a static and abstract notion of theory. Both versions of the

incommensurability thesis highlight the difficulties of theory cornparison but neglect to

acknowledge how incommensurability is overcorne as theories change and develop. I will argue

later that the problem of theory comparison is an irresolvable problern only when the adaptability

of theories isn't recognized. The significance of incommensurability to an account of theory

choice depends on its ability to explain both particular failures of communication and instances

where failures of communication have been overcome.

A fluid and historical account of theory refines both the notion of incommensurability and the

problems associated with both the semantic and value versions. The implausibility of semantic

holism is weakened when we acknowledge that theories change over time; while at any

particular time translation of meaning between theories may be impossible, this does not irnply

that such translation cannot subsequently occur. Furthermore, the practical significance of

incotntnensurability depends on a strong account of the historical and social nafure of theories



themselves.l

Thus, there are two tasks to follow: first, to present the standard account of, and the problerns

associated with, both semantic and value incommensurability; and second, to rnake the case for a

different account of incommensurability, one which allows for both the plausibility of the thesis

and the possibility of rational theory choice. This case must explain both the plausibility and

irnplausibility of the standard accounts as well as redeem the notion of incommensurability as

part of a larger understanding of what rational theory choice is. Also, we will ernploy a case

study to suggest ways this new account can be helpfully applied.

However,- a stron-g account of the historical and social nature of theories is beyond the scope of this
PaPer.- We will attempt to show the 

- 
importance of these factors in theory comparison

notwithstanding their abbreviated mention here.

1.



Versions of lncommensurability

In this chapter we will first examine in more detail the background to the incommensurability

debate, the early views of Kuhn and Feyerabend, the criticism of these early views, the responses

to these criticisms, how Kuhn revised his early views and how these subsequent revisions were

criticized.

Background

The incommensurability debate became active in the 1960s primarily through the work of Kuhn

and Feyerabend. In order to understand why their work was found initially plausible, it is

irnportant to present a sketch of the background to the discussion. Prior to the rniddle of the

twentieth century and largely due to the work of the logical positivists, the prevailing assurnption

in the philosophy of science was that theories were evaluated against observations.' Theories are

developed to explain observations and theories make predictions with respect to future

obseruations. The best theory does the best job of explaining observations. Despite the various

difficulties in appealing to the empirical record, "... the existence of a base of observation

statements that can be shared by proponents of competing theories is an essential ingredient in

the traditional account of rational theory resolution."3 Thus, theories were understood to be

evaluated against the ernpirical record.

While the claim here is made specifìcally with respect to the philosophy of science, it appears clear
(thoLrgh_it is not defended here) that this claim ls also consistent wiin tne basic preiôntation of
practice by scientists themselves (however inconsistent it was with actual scientific piactice).
Michael4..P-rlhgp_, 'Why The Semantic Incommensurability Thesis is Self Defeating," PhitosophicøI
Studies 63 (7997):3a3.

2.
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The Logical Positivists most clearly articulated the direct connection between the empirical

record and the evaluation of theories. They actively worked for the reduction of knowledge to its

ernpirical foundations. Any claim not based on direct observation was rejected. The goal was to

eliminate the abstractions of previous philosophy. Their primary tool was the verification

criterion of meaning: a claim is rneaningful only to the extent that one can confirm its veracity.

In fact, the meaning of a claim was understood to simply be the conditions under which it could

be verified.a

Duhetn, at the beginning of the twentieth cenfury, tore a plank out of the comrìon understanding

and, anachronistically, out of the logical positivist understanding of how theory comparison

functions.5 He noted that observations are themselves at least partially dependent on theory. For

example, any theory of subatomic particles must account for observations of such particles.

Horvever, subatornic parlicles are not thernselves directly observable. To obtain ernpirical results

with respect to such particles one requires experiments, which in turn depend on experimental

theory involving the functioning of the experimental apparatus. The problem is that when an

experiment yields an anomalous result there appears to be no way to determine whether the

problern lies with the overarching theory of subatomic particles or with the theory of the

"... one must hold that his [sic] statement does not have any other factual meaning than what is
contained in at least some of the relevant empirical propositions; and that if it so inteipreted that no
possible experience could go to verify it, it does not have any factual meaning at alì." A.J. Ayer,
Language, Truth €¡ Logíc (New York: Dover Publications Inc., 7952), p. 15. "According to the logical
positivists, the meaning of each synthetic statement is given by its-implication for elperienceãnd
observation," and "According to the verifiability principle of meaning, embraced by the logical
positivists, the meaning of a synthetic statement is ldentified witñ the set of its verifiãble
consequences." Martin Curd & J. A. Cover. eds., "Commentary" in Philosophy of Science (New York:
W.W. Norton and Company, 7998), p.377,399.
See Pierre Duhem, The Aim and Structure of Physical Theory, trans. Philip P. Wiener (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1954), pp. 180-95, 208-18.

6



experimental apparafus.6

With respect to theories which depend on sufficiently cornplex experimental theory, there is

reason to doubt the utility of observations in theory evaluation, since the observations are

themselves laden with theory. Furthennore, since all observations depend on experimental

theory to some degree, we have reason to assume that all observations are theory laden.

Consequently, it was no longer clear that a sirnple appeal to the ernpirical record was sufficient to

evaluate competing theories.

Quine's work caused further questions with respect to the use of the ernpirical record as the

ground for theory evaluation. Since Kant, the analytic/synthetic distinction had been a

philosophical truisrn. It had been assumed that there was a clear line between truths which are

true by definition (analytic) and those which tell us something about the world (synthetic).

Scientific theories were thought to contain synthetic clairns; science purports to tell us something

about the world and it is evaluated against what we find in the world. Quine, in his famous

article "Two Dogrnas of Ernpiricism," argued that there was no possible clear dernarcation

between analytic and synthetic truths.7 Since the strong distinction between analytic and

6.

7.

It is not meant here to imply that there is no effective,response to Duhem apart from holding to
some form of the incommensurability thesis (perhaps therè are independent ways of determiñing
the reliability o{ lhe apparatus). The brief mention of Duhem here is simply to show how hã
influenced the debate by raising questions about the naive use of observaiións in science. The
specific details of the responses and potential responses to Duhem are beyond the scope of this
PaPer.
W.V.O. Quine, "Two Dogmas,of Empiricism," Philosophical Reaiezu 60 (1957): 20-43. Though
questions arise with respect to the consequences of Quine's work here (especially regarding tËe
strength of his argument), it seems clear that Quine gives us reason to doúbt the viaÈility oJ th"



synthetic was no longer obviously viable, it was no longer clear that theories could be evaluated

strictly against the ernpirical record.s

Quine's attack on the analytic/synthetic distinction was the basis for his form of holism.e

Knowledge should be understood as a web of interconnected beließ. This interconnection is a

natural consequence of Quine's arguments against the analytic/synthetic distinction. If there is

then no sure guide to the referential success of theory terms, one could claim that all tenns are in

effect analytic: true by definition.r0

Experience can cause beliefs in the web to be revised, but we have the choice at what level to

revise. Furthermore, the revision of a belief in the web has irnplications for the others, so we are

nafurally reluctant to revise those beliefs on which rnany others depend. It is the 'fuzziness' of

the analytic/synthetic distinction which demotes experience frorn its status as the prirnary guide.

Even if one takes the weaker interpretation of Quine's work, that the boundaries befween analytic

analytic / synthetic distinction.
8. "Abandonment of the first dogma means that all statements are now accorded the status of

synthetic judgements. There can, therefore, no longer be any thought of identifying our
contribution to the scientific picture by appeal to the class of statements that express the principles
by means of which the given is organized." Marie McGinn, "The Third Dogma of Empiricism,"
Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society 82 (1981): 90.

9. Michael Friedman, "Kant, Kuhn, and the Rationality of Science," Philosophy of Science 69 (2002):776.

10- "Following Quine, many philosophers have rejected this distinction, and the breakdown of the
analytic/synthetic distinction led Feyerabend and other incommensurabilists to conclude that all of
the features associated with a term are part of its definition - in essence, that every sentence is
analytic." Rhonda Martens and CarÌ Mathesory "Incommensurability Pragmatized," unpublished
essay, p.2.



and synthetic clairns are essentially unclear but the distinction still is viable, his work still raises

problerns for theory comparison. For instance, it is uncertain whether enough 'pure' synthetic

claims remain to justifli theory comparison. Questions and concerns with respect to Quine's

work can be addressed without resorting to incommensurability, but it is sufficient for our

purposes here to show that Quine's work lent some degree of plausibility to those who

questioned the grounds for theory comparison.

The questioning of the ernpirical record as the guide to theory evaluation was the context in

which Kuhn's and Feyerabend's initial discussions of incommensurability arose. Though the

problem of the feasibility of the ernpirical record as a guide to theory choice was not new,

Duhem and Quine had caused many to question anew whether the ernpirical record could always

arbitrate between rival theories." Since the ernpirical record was no longer a sure and absolute

guide, the question arose whether any sure and absolute guide to theory choice exists. Perhaps

theory comparison can only be done on grounds intemal to theories. Reason acts intemally to

theories and the grounds for theory choice are essentially arbitrary. It was these strong

implications that led to the first explication of incommensurability.

77. Some logical empiricists had already started to worry about this. "An empirical law may be justified
by making observations of single facts. But to justify a theoretical law, comparable observations
cannot be made because the entities referred to in theoretical laws are nonòbservables." Rudolf
Carnap, Philosophical Foundøtions of Physics (New York Basic Books Inc.,7966), p.225.



The Early Views of Kuhn and Feyerabend

Discussion of the incommensurability thesis began in earnest after Kuhn and Feyerabend

published separate but related accounts of semantic incommensurability.'2 As a consequence of

the general questioning of the ernpirical record by Duhern and Quine, and due to their suspicions

with respect to logical positivism (especially its empirical criterion of meaning), they both denied

that observations provide a neutral standard for theory evaluation.r3 In other words, there is no

neutral observation language.'o Furthermore, if theories are sufficiently distinct, there is no

rational way for them to be compared.r5 According to Kuhn and Feyerabend, the rneaning of

theoretical terms is set by the theoretical context in which they occur. Since the tenns of such

theories hold no common meaning, there is no way to deny or uphold the clairns of one theory

See P.K. Feyerabend, "Explanation, Reduction and Empiricism," Minnesotø Studies in the Philosophy
of Science (7962): 7-20, and Thomas S. Kuhn, Structures of Scientific Reaolutions (Chicago: Thè
University of Chicago Press, 1970).

It is not here claimed that the consequences of the work of Duhem and Quine must be along the
lines given by the supporters of the incommensurability thesis. Rather the claim here is again that
Duhem and Quine opened a door of plausibility which Kuhn and Feyerabend exploited. eriticism
of the thesis will follow.
Irzik and Grunberg, however, argue that Kuhn and Carnap were much closer in their views than is
popularly believed (they claim that Camap even subscribed to a notion of semantic
incommensurability). Gürol Irzik and Teo Grünberg, "Carnap and Kuhn: Arch Enemies or Close
Allies?" British lournal for the Philosophy of Science 46 (1995):285-307. Reich also argues that Carnap
did not see Kuhn as a challenge to his own views. George A. Reich, "Did Kuhn Kill Logicál
Empiricism?" Philosophy of Scíence 58 (1991): 264-277- Watanabe also claims that there was nothing
essentially new in Kuhn's views. See Santosi Watanabe, "Needed: A Historico-Dynamical View oÍ
Theory Change," Synthese 32 (7975): 773-734. However, Laudan is clear that Kuhn represented a
change: "If Kuhn was right, all the then reigning methodological orthodoxies were simþly wrong,"
Larry Laudan, "Dissecting the Holistist Picture of Scientific Change" in Philosophy of Science: The
Central lssøes Martin Curd and J-4. Cover, eds., (W,W. Norton & Company,7998), p.739.
Since observations are theory laden, experimental results are indeterminate for theory comparison.
Such results have different meanings within the corresponding theory. In the words of Kuhn,
"Philosophers have now abandoned hope of [achieving a pure sense-datum language] but many of
them continue to assume that theories can be compared by recourse to a bãsic vocabuiary
consisting entirely of words which are attached to nature in ways that are unproblematic and, to the
extent necessary, independent of theory. ... Feyerabend and I have argues at length that no such
vocabulary is available." Thomas Kuhn, "Reflections on my Critics," in Criticism ønd the Grozuth of
Knozuledge, I. Lakatos and A Musgrave, eds., (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970), pp.
266-267.

72.

i3.

74.

15.
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over the other. The failure in comparison is due to the impossibility of expressing the rival

clairns in neutral language.'6 Consequently, Kuhn and Feyerabend claimed that for suffrciently

distinct theories the meanings of theoretical terms cannot be rationally compared.

Crucial to Kuhn's views on incommensurability was the notion of paradigm. Kuhn's use of the

word'paradigrn'is contentious since he has used it in a variety of ways.rT In its early usage,

'paradigm'referred to a semantic world view. The shared elements of a paradigrn allow for

comparison and the rneanings of the theoretical terms of theories within a paradigm overlap to

the extent that the rneanings can be compared.r8 If theories belong to different paradigms, they

essentially belong to different worlds: they see the world in a radically different way.

Furthennore, according to Kuhn's understanding of paradigm, the practitioner of it cannot reduce

it to a system of rules.'e This is because practitioners leam a paradigrn by adopting patterns of

action and research particular to that paradigm.

fgazzi.claims that notwithstanding a discussion of the merits of the theories of Feyerabend and
Kuhn, their work served to undermine the previous deductive model of the positivisté: that theories
are combinations of observation sentences ãnd hypotheses, Iogically conneited. Evandro Agazzi,
'Co¡nmensurability, Incommensurability and Cumulativity in Scientific Knowledge," Erkenntnis 22
(198s): 57-61.

See.Paul Hoyningen-Huene, "Kuhn's Conception of Incommensurability," Studies in the History and
Philosophy of Science 27 (1990): 487-492. Also, Polikarov notes that Kuhn-uses the term 'paradigm' in
at least twenty diffe-rent ways and that he vacillates between strong and weak notio-ns of
incommensurability throughout his career. See A. Polikarov, "Is There an lncommensurability
between_Superseding Theories?:. On the Validity of the Incommensurability Thesis," Journal for
General,Philosophy of Science 24 (1993): 729-739, and Laudan, "Dissecting the Uotistist Picture of
Scientific Çfrange," p. 740, and Eugene Lashchyk, "Incommensurability and Incompatibility of
Paradigm-Theories," Scientifc Reaolutions, (7969) <htç:/ /www.ditext.com/lashchyk/
kuhn2c.html>.
Consequen_tly, the main focus of work within a paradigm is puzzle solving rather than innovation.
See Kuhn, Structures of Scientífic Reaolutions, pp. ZS-+2.

Vasso P. Kindi, "Kuhn's "The Structure of Scientific Revolutions" Revisited," Journal for General
Philosophy of Science 26 (7995):78.

76.

17.

18.

19.
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The shift from one paradigm to another is like a gestalt shift in visual perception.2o But whereas

with respect to visual perception we can shift back and forth between the ways of interpreting

what we see, the sudden, inexplicable paradigm shift allows for no retreat. Members of different

paradigrns essentially see the world differently. Within a particular paradigm, however, theory

change can occur rationally since the meanings sufficiently overlap. However, paradigm change

cannot itself be rational since there is no ground for comparing rival paradigms.

Feyerabend treated incomtnensurabiliry as a theory of meaning; his focus was on issues of

translation. Indetenninacy of meaning irnplied that there is no language into which rival

incommensurable theories can be translated without loss. Incommensurability befween theories

means that the statements produced by the one cannot be fully understood by the other. While

Feyerabend does not use the notion of a paradigrn he also claims a radical shift in understanding

between incomtnensurable theories. This shift is due to loss of rneaning in translation, but also

to the particular practice of naming within a theory. Assigning meaning to a theoretical term is

to name it and to resist other ways of narning. Thus, the failures of translation between

incommensurable theories is not an accidental or capricious fact; rather, such theories are

designed (whether intentionally or unintentionally) to be comparatively oblique.

20. The standard example is with respect to the duck/rabbit picture.
duck or rabbit but never both at the same time.

One sees either a
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Feyerabend advocates an odd fonn of dialectic: given the (at least partial) loss of meaning

between incommensurables, there appears to be little cause to call for any form of dialectic. In

fact, it is difûcult to understand the ground on which Feyerabend expects dialectic to proceed.

He denies that there is any advance specification of the rational ground for theory choice, yet he

believes that some theories are better (or worse, or more deserving of attention) than others.

"[The sciences] may proceed in an orderly way but the patterns that occur are not stable and

cannot be universalized."2t His clairn is not precisely that theories are incomparable but rather

that any rational fonnalization of the grounds of theory comparison problernatically lirnits the

possible ways we can compare theories. "Every case musÍ be judged on its own meriîs,

independently of the practical confidence and the theoretical fashions of the time."22 Rational

assessment of theories (of a sort) can occur after the fact - at least with respect to the pragrnatic

value of the'advance' - but such rationality is not a useful tool for progress itself. "... the success

of 'science' cannot be used as an argument for treating as yet unsolved problerns in a

standardized way."23 So progress (of a sort) exists in science but it is essentially

uncharacterizable.2a "For every statement, theory, or point of view believed (to be true) with

21,. Paul Feyerabend, Farewell To Reason(London: Verso, 7987), p.77.
22. Ibid., p.32.
23. Paul Feyerabend, Against Method (London: Verso, 7975), p.2.
24. Further discussion of Feyerabend and progress in science will occur below but it is worth noting

here that Feyerabend argues that the piesence of rivals actually increases the empirical content o"f
the exis.ting theory. See ?aul Feyerabend, "Problems of Empiriéism," in Beyond the-Edge of Certainty:
Essays in Contemporary Scíence and Philosophy, ed. R. G. Colodny, (Englewood Cliffs:-Prentice Hall
Inc-, 1965)_pp. 745-260 and Paul Feyerahend, Against Method (Londõn: Verso, 7975), p. 2. For a
defence of Feyerabend's arguments over the objections of Laudan and Worall see Robeit P. Farrell,
"Rival Theories and Empirical Content Revisited," Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 3'!.A
(2000): 737-749.
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good reasons there exist argnments showing a conflicting altemative to be at least as good, or

even better."t5 There can be no one final way of expressing meaning; there is no one way of

resolving disputes. For Feyerabend incommensurability is, oddly enough, the beginning of

theory comparison and not the end.26

So, Feyerabend contrasts dialectical persuasion with dogrnatic rational argument. The existence

of incomrnensurable theories lirnits the utility of dogmatic rational argument. His famous

episternological anarchism ('anything goes') is not a sort of isolationist stance. Rather, he is

rnaking the case for includin g any and all voices in the discussion. Thus incomrnensurability is,

for Feyerabend, a consequence of his commitrnent to free dialectical enquiry and not vice versa.

The problem with standard rational justification, according to Feyerabend, is that it seeks to

enshrine parlicular principles as universal. And since there can be no such justification ('all

principles are revisable' is the only universal principle he is prepared to accept), rational

justification can only limit options and hinder progress. Incommensurability is problematic only

25. Feyerabend, Farswell To Reason, p.76.
26. Feyerabend makes no discernible formal distinction between the rational assessment of theories by

practitioners choosing a research direction and final rational assessment of theories in historical
reflection. Rational theory comparison is, for Feyerabend, all about predetermined standards (and
not about anything else, such as truth). Whether these standards aie applied to the past or to the
future is formally irrelevant to him. The natural interpretation of his *oik is that he dônies that any
rational formalization of theory comparison in_fact èxists. We can claim post-hoc rationality bui,
under Feyerabend's account, it isn't clear that this amounts to anything since such justificaiion is
useless in determining future research directions. Consequently, óne could claim thát the fact that
we can't characterize grounds for progress or theory comþarison in advance doesn't entail that the
grounds 1ve end uP using are non-rational. But Feyerabend would no doubt claim that justification
after the fact is irrelevant since_, agairy it has no prágmatic value for the future. In fact, his worry is
that such justifications hinder future progress.
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for those who expect theories to be sharp and unambiguous; once we reject this requirement and

open ourselves to free dialectical enquiry we will no longer see incommensurability as a

problern. In other words, Feyerabend denies that rationality (whatever in the end he rneans by

the term) is the explanation of either what scientists do or what makes what they do successful.27

Any sort of reasons, scientific or non-scientific, can be used in theory comparison.

Feyerabend believes that due to the difficulties involved in rational theory cornparison, the only

recourse is to acknowledge that theories are essentially rationally incomparable. Kuhn, though

he is perhaps more nuanced by allowing rational theory comparison within paradigms, also tums

to incommensurability in the face of these difficulties. Both positions are no doubt extrerne. We

will deal with specific criticisms of their positions below, but it is worth noting an irnportant

general question is this: is this extrerne response to the difficulties of theory comparison

justified? The discussion of the various criticisrns of incomrnensurability below lead to the

conclusion that the extrerne view overstates the case. In the following chapter we will develop

an altemative approach which accounts for the difficulties of theory comparison without

incorporating the problematic characteristics of the extreme view.

Criticism and Responses

The claims of Kuhn and Feyerabend led to more extreme conclusions than they were willing to

27 ' Lugg points out thaf Galileo is praised by Feyerabend because he had the good sense to jettison
P-ropqr scientific T*.h.9d ut Pgli,q!3l points inhis life. Andrew Lugg, "Feyeiabend's Rationalism,"
Cønadisn J ournøI of Philosophy 7 (7977): Z 59.
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acknowledge. Neither Feyerabend nor Kuhn claimed that all theories are incommensurable.

Rather, both believed that incornmensurability between theories was relatively rare. Sufficiently

distinct theories, or paradigms, are incommensurable but this was not meant to imply that

rational progress was never possible in science.

For Kuhn and Feyerabend there is a sense in which theories are comparable in that there is some

overlap between them. However, the issue is whether this overlap is sufficient to fix grounds for

rational comparability. Kuhn and Feyerabend maintain, in effect, that whatever overlap exists is

inadequate to the task, since the meaning of tenns is not fixed by its reference but by its use

within a particular theory or paradigm.28 Still, while rational evaluation is impossible between

incommensurable theories, Feyerabend and Kuhn want to argue that we can understand the

cornpeting claims of rival theories.2e Thus, incommensurability is not meant to be a bar to

understanding.

But this is exactly the point where critics object.3O Putnam attacks the compatibility of

28.

29.

So while one could claim that ostensive definition provides a ground for comparison, if the focus is
on how terms are used, it is clear that such definition is insulficient for ratioial comparison. The
issue of whether the stress on use over reference is itself coherent is considered below. 

^

Kuhn imPlies- that understanding in the face of incommensurability is possible in the following: "...
in some fundamental 

-1ra-ys 
Einstein's general relativity resemblós Aristotle's physics more-than

Newton's." Thomas S. Kuhn, "Reflections on My Critics," inThe Road Since Structute (Chicago: The
University of- Chicago Press, 2-000), p. 1.67. In the same section Kuhn argue"s that
incommensurability points not to the impossibility of translation but rather only to its dlifficulties.
Feyerabend. denies, in arguing lgainst Putnam, that understanding foreign-concepts requires
translation (commensurability). Feyerabend, Farewell To Reason, p. ZO6. Feferabend^also cläims,
contra Putnam, that "it is possible to assert, without becoming incoherenç thai the Galilean notions
are 'incommensurable' with our own 'and then to go on and to describe them at length'." Ibid., p.
277.

Shapere, for instance, denies that one can bar comparability between theories even under the30.
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understanding and the incommensurability thesis by claiming that the thesis is self-refuting in its

holistic approach.3' The thesis essentially claims, according to Putnam, that adherents of

incommensurable paradigms speak untranslatable languages (since they belong to 'different

worlds'). But the notion of an untranslatable language is incoherent since the characterization of

noises as a language means that translation is possible. In other words, the possibility of

translation is already present if we can label certain activities as a language. If a "language"

were in fact untranslatable, we would be unable to tell it is a language at all. Consequently, since

the notion of an untranslatable language is incoherent and since the incommensurability thesis

depends on this notion, the thesis itself is incoherent.

Putnam's argument relies on a strong condition for understanding. We cannot recognize

untranslatable languages as languages since we can't understand them as languages.32 Defenders

of the incommensurability thesis claim that translatability is compatible with incornmensurability

by weakening the condition for understanding and claiming that partial translatability or local

lack of translatability is possible.33 Sankey, for example, considers Putnam to have an overly

assumptions of Kuhn and -Feyerabend. Even with a contextual understanding of meaning there
must remain some basis of comparison between theories, If we can understañd rivaì claims this
gives us some measure of comparison. In other words, we can question whether it is possible to
understand rival theories and still claim they are incommensurable. See Dudley Shapere,
"Evolution and Continuity in Scientific Change," Phílosophy of Science 56 (i989): 479-437. See^also
Allan Franklin, "Are Paradigms Incommensurable?" British lournal for the Philosophy of Science 35
0'98a): 57-60 for a demonstration of how classical and relativisfió mechanics áre (éupposedly)
comparable despite the apparent difficulties.
Hilary Putnam, Reason Truth s.nd History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), p.774.
Untranslatable languages are for Putnam indistinguishable from random noises.
Read, for instance, argyeg that the only type of translation Kuhn supposes incommensurability is a
bar to is a mechanical Quinian one. Rupert Read, "Thomas Kuññ's misunderstood relatión to
Kripke-Putnam essentialism" <htç: f f www.uea.ac.ukl-j339/Kuhnnatkinds.htm)>. Sankey denies
that incommensurability entails untranslatability into a total language. Rather, it is a thesii on the

31.

32.

JJ.
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strong condition for understanding: we can understand the speaker of a foreign language, to a

degree, even if we cannot translate the expressions exactly. If translation was required for

understanding then no translations of language could have ever occurred, since we can't translate

before we understand. Translation needs soÍle ground if it is possible at all. One does not need

to translate between languages in order to understand meaning.3a

Sirnilarly, Feyerabend atternpts to refute Putnam's critique by denying that translation is required

for understanding and denying that successful translation leaves the translating language

unchanged.3s Feyerabend accepts Putnam's critique only at a particular point: theories can

change and adapt to include new concepts. Feyerabend accuses Putnam ofa naive and abstract

account of how language works: we constantly'play'around with unintelligible concepts till

sornething falls into place - we give new meanings to the sarne old words.

languages oJ theories which are themselves_oniy a part of a total language. It is the larger portions
of a total language, separate from the theoretical subdivisions, which allow for translation.
Furthermore, to the claim that we cannot even attribute any meaning to untranslatable languages
Sankey lists various ways in which unknown languages are rècognized as such piior-to
understanding, such as codes, dead languages, or unknown foreign languages. See 

-Howard

Sankey, "In Defence of Untranslatability," Australasian lounul of Philosophy 0S (tggrO): S.

Bombardi aìso claims that partial translations, and therefore conceptual schemes, are possible. He
argues that Davidson makes the unjustified assumption that the trãnslation has to be a symmetric
relation. Theory comparison depends on shared referential apparatus which determines the
meaning 

-and -the denotation of defined terms. All that is necessãiy for such comparison to take
place- is tha-t the 'translation' of terms occur in one direction. His best example is with respect to
translation between Roman and Arabic numbers; Arabic numbers have a zero-character but Roman
Numbers don't; translation can occur from Roman to Arabic but not vice versa. Since translation is
possible in one direction but not in the other, partial untranslatability is compatible with alternate
99_"_._qPfo9] lcheaes-. See Ron Bombardi, "Davidson in Flatland," Australasian lournal of Philosophy 66
(1988): 67-74. Bishop claims that Putnam's criticism of incommensurability fails,' since

il:g*T.""t_"rability entails only a partial loss of communication between rival theories. Bishop,
"Why The Semantic Incommensurability Thesis is Self Defeating," Philosophical Studies 63 (1997i :

353.

Paul Feyerabeld, "Putnam on Incommensurability: Comments on 'Reason, Truth and History,"
British JoumøI for the Philosoplty of Science 38 (1987):75-87.

34.

35.
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Davidson makes a sirnilar point to Putnarn's with respect to conceptual schemes (his analog of

'paradigm').'u The key idea for Davidson is the issue of translation: speakers of different

languages can be members of the same conceptual scheme if the languages are translatable.'7

Essentially, Davidson equates'not translatable'with'incommensurable.'38 In other words, people

who speak two non-translatable languages belong to separate conceptual schemes. He then

claims that the notion of a non-translatable language is incoherent.3e We cannot clairn that

speakers of another language hold beliefs, desires, etc., unless we can translate their words into

ours. Furthemore, against the clairn that conceptual schernes change as language develops,

Davidson argues that we have no way of telling what the mental concepts of the speakers are.oO

People can use multiple forms of language and still have the sarre mental concepts.

Consequently, since the notion of rnultiple conceptual schemes is incoherent, no sense can be

rnade of the notion of incommensurability.

Berriman, though, claims that alternative conceptual schemes are possible.ar He atternpts to

demonstrate this with reference to language learning. "Human beings routinely learn unknown

36. Donald Davidson, "On the Very ldea of a Conceptual Scheme," Proceedings and Addresses of the
American Philosophical Association 47 (7973):5-20. It is clear that by 'conceptual scheme' Davidson
means something close to what Kuhn means by'paradigm.'

37. Ibid., p. 6.

38. Ibid., p. i2.
39. Ibid., pp. 7-8.

40. Ibid., p. 10.

47. W.A. Berriman, "Alternative Conceptual Schemes," Metaphilosophy 9 (7978): 230.
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languages without reliance upon translation into a language they already know."a2 What makes

second language learning possible is the act of putting aside what one already knows: one learns

a second language in the same way one learns the first. We have the capacity to learn

independent of our already existing languages. Thus, it is possible to have rnultiple conceptual

schernes. Leaming and not translation is the real issue.

Forster makes a sirnilar point as he argues that Davidson is mistaken in assuming that languages

can always be translated with available resources.o' The issue is what needs to occur for

successful translation to obtain. The problem with Davidson's critique is that he trivializes the

process of language learning. Hacker argues, contra Davidson, that his case against the

irnpossibility of translation only holds for logical impossibility.aa Translation may prove be

practically irnpossible, though logically possible. Two languages may be (logically or

practically) untranslatable at any particular time, depending on the available resources in either

language. But this does not necessarily imply that such languages are always untranslatable. As

languages change and develop, new resources are developed which allow for translation. The

capacity for language learning is not strictly internal to existing languages and it is this capacity

which allows for first languages to be learned at all.a5 All Davidson can say then is that there are

no essential (unresolvable) alternate conceptual schernes, he can't deny that such schemes exist.

42. Ibid..
43. Michael N. Forster, "9" !þ" Very Idea of Denying the Existence of Radically Different Conceptual

Sclremes," Inquiry 41 (1998):737.
44. P.M.S. Hacke¿ "On Davidson's Idea of a Conceptual Scheme," Phitosophical Quørterly a6 0996):291.
45. A 'capacity' for language learning does not by itself allow for translation. Rather it is such a

capacity which allows for translation resources to be developed within any particular language.
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However, to make the criticism clearer, Matheson makes an even stronger point than Davidson's.

He argues that Feyerabend's version of the incommensurability thesis is problernatic since it

entails that proponents of differing theories, no matter how small the difference, cannot

understand each other.ou "If the strength of holism holds, then not only will Newton be unable to

understand Einstein, but no two people who differ in even a single belief will be able to

understand each other."o7 If the rneaning of theoretical tenns is entirely determined by

theoretical context, then there is no way for the proponents of one theory to understand the

clairns of the other. Since the meanings of the tems of a theory are internal and since the

context of tetms in a theory determines their rneaning, theories that differ in as little as one

central tenn form distinct webs of meaning. And since we have no extra-theoretical guide to

meaning, there is no way to bridge the gap in understanding between such theories.

So, the problem is that semantic holisrn is incornpatible with the plausible level of understanding

that appears between theories. Kuhn never deliberately subscribed to semantic holisrn.as But the

issue is not what Kuhn intended but rather what is entailed by his claims. Whatever the

difficulties in comparison between rival theories, it is intuitively implausible to assert that there

can be no understanding between them. Thus, according to its critics, incommensurability

implies untenable consequences. One cannot claim semantic incommensurability without

46. Carl Matheson, "Critical Notice of James Robert Brown's 'The Rational and the Social'," Canadian
lournøI of Philosophy 23 (7993):725-750.

47. Martens and Matheson, p.3.
48. See Paul Hoyingen-Huene, "Kuhn's Conception of Incommensurability," Studies in the History and

Philosophy of Science 27 (7990):489.
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acknowledging the problem of understanding. But since there doesn't appear to be an essential

problem of understanding, semantic incommensurability itself is problematic. The success of the

defence against this criticisrn is double edged for if languages can be partially translated then it

appears that we have only partial incommensurability. In other words, the stronger the

arguments for partial translation become, the correspondingly weaker becomes the

incommensurability thesis itself.

A further issue on which the views of Kuhn and Feyerabend can be attacked is with respect to

relativisrr and progress. If rational comparison between incommensurable theories is

irnpossible, then theory choice is arbitrary. While Feyerabend and Kuhn sought to acknowledge

the difficulties in theory comparison, they both clairned that science did advance. Brown notes

that neither Kuhn nor Feyerabend claim that incommensurability entails non-comparability.

Kuhn clairns that instead we just have a 'fizzry' basis of comparison and Feyerabend never meant

to develop a logical system of cornparison at all.ae Their issue was not with the prospect of

progress in science but rather with the prospect of rational progress expressed as confirmation by

the empirical record. For Kuhn, advancement in science takes place in two ways: progress in

nonnal science (where there is no incommensurability) occurs through rational evaluation of

theories; progress through revolutionary science (where the theories are incommensurable)

occurs through non-rational factors. While Kuhn is vague on the specifics of what these are

(especially in his initial presentations), he does claim that science progresses.

49. Harold I. Brown, "Incommensurability," Inquiry 26 (1983):3-29.
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Feyerabend is even rlore comlritted to the notion of scientific progress. As we have already

seen, Feyerabend is suspicious of any attempt to formalize any notion of the criterion for rational

progress, yet he is cornmitted to the claim that science can progress. He believes that such

formalizations enshrine a particular approach to the exclusion of other potential fruitful ones;

fonnal criteria for rational progress are but dogrnatism in disguise. His commitment is to open

the dialogue regarding theory evaluation to any and all avenues.to The idea appears to be that by

increasing the nurnber and diversify of voices involved in theory evaluation we increase the

chance that the "better" theory is chosen.

The natural criticism of Feyerabend with respect to the nature of scientific progress is that his

vision is strictly arational. There is and can be no formal basis for comparative theory

evaluation. Consequently, science advances haphazardly and irrationally according to

Feyerabend. While this type of 'progress'may be seen to follow from his reluctance to specify in

advance methods of theory evaluation, Feyerabend claims that it is the absence of such methods

which allows for progress itself. However, if there is no way to rationally compare theories then

it is difficult to understand how progress is possible. The fact of progress in science appears to

discount Feyerabend's claims. Szurnilewicz, for instance, cnticizes the incommensurability

thesis on the grounds that it would forbid not only the rationality of revolutionary theory change

50. "My thesis is that anarchism helps to achieve progress in any one of the senses one cares to choose."
Feyerabend, Against Method, p.78.
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but also the rationalify of any theory change at all.5r Giere helpfully reminds us that the claim of

irrationalify in scientific progress, such as displayed in Feyerabend's work, is a minoriry position:

Lakatos, Toulmin, Laudan, and Shapere are all committed to show rational progress in science.52

Furthennore, since Feyerabend wants to include consideration of non-scientific factors, Broccard

clairns that all Feyerabend is left with is improvised 'solutions'devoid of rational content.53

Without rational content it is difficult to say to what sort of progress Feyerabend refers.

Kuhn has also been attacked on his characterizations of relativism and progress in science.

There can be no independent evidence supporting Kuhn's paradigrn account since theory

evaluation is always internal to paradigrns.54 So, as a consequence of Kuhn's relativisrn, we are

denied a cornpelling reason to suppose Kuhn's claims are true.5s Holcomb notes that Kuhn is

aware of this circularity but that he finds it unproblematic.56 But for Holcomb the lack of

cornpelling reasons to accept one paradigrì over another is a decisive problem for Kuhn.

Sirnilarly, Watanabe finds little support for Kuhn's account of radical theory change.tT Theories

change for reasons more significant than the randornness of the Kuhnian 'gestalt switch.' Kuhn's

relativisrn is problematic, according to Watanabe, in that he doesn't take the history of science

51. Irena Szumilewrcz, "Incommensurability and the Rationality of the Development of Science," British
Jountal for the Philosophy of Science 28 (7977):343-350.

52. Ronald N. Giere, "Philosophy of Science Naturalized ," Philosophy of Scíence 52 (7985):332.
53. Nicolas Broccard, "Going on with Systematolo gy," Metaphílosoplry 73 (7982):263-266.
54. Harmon R. Holcomb, "Circularity and Inconsistency in Kuhn's Defence of Relativism," Southern

lournal of Philosophy 25 (7987): 467-480.
55. This of course is but a variant of the standard attack on relativism: if all claims are relative then the

claim that all claims are relative is itself relative.
56. Holcomb, p.470.
57. Watanabe, p. 1.74.
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seriously enough.

Kuhn clairns that paradigms are never abandoned unless a successor is available, since such a

failure would mark a presurnably grounded standard of theory evaluation. Stone claims that

paradigms are often rejected even without a successor.tt In fact, the development of successor

paradigrns (a pragmatic rejection of the existing paradigm) is due to the epistemic rejection of

the prevailing paradigm. Stone claims that paradigms fail, and altematives are sought, due to

their internal problematic. Watanabe finds support for this pragmatisrn even within Kuhn's

writings.se He notes that Kuhn clairns that a successor paradigrn should be able to solve

outstanding problerns plus include the problem solving ability of the previous paradigrn. While

Kuhn does clairn that we cannot judge a paradigrn on its problem solving ability alone, Watanabe

argues that the greater ability to solve problerns is the rnain reason why the new paradigrn is

chosen.60

None of these objections have been developed in detail, yet it should be clear that problems with

incommensurability and progress remain. The common thread to the objections is that success

58. Mark A. Stone, "A Kuhnian Model of Falsifiability," Britísh Journal for the Philosophy of Science (7997):
777-1'85. Matheson and Kline show that many scientific claims have been abandoneá in the absence
of altematives. They claim that alternatives are perhaps required when considering theories on a
large scale_('sweepìng claims'). Even if we grant a fórm o1 methodological incorñmensurability
where evaluation is based on success, non-èomparative theory evalualion is possible. Carl A.
Matheson and A. David Kline, "Rejection Without Acceptance," Australasian Journal of Phitosophy 69
(7991.):767-779.

59. Watanabe, p.717.
60. But it is unclear that Watanabe is here any less ad hoc than Kuhn. See esp. his discussion of

languages. Ibid., p 118.
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and progress in science must be rationally explainable and the worry is that both Kuhn's and

Feyerabend's work have made such explanation impossible.

Finally, there is a suspicion of idealisrn within the work of Kuhn and Feyerabend. The focus of

their work is strongly on how the various elernents of a theory interrelate. The relationship of the

elements forms the meaning of the theory's central tenns and it is this meaning holisrn which

gives rise to the notion of incommensurability. If a theory is evaluated sirnply on the

relationship of its parts then the accuracy of its description of the real world is irrelevant. In

other words, the picture presented by Feyerabend and Kuhn is strictly idealistic. However, there

are different accounts of reference available which are more cornpatible with the realist agenda.

Michael Devitt, for instance, argues against the incommensurabilify thesis by clairning that even

in controversial cases logical relationships hold between cornpeting theories. His claim is that

incommensurabilily is a thesis in semantics and not epistemology; the truth value of particular

statements are to be considered separate from their meaning. Furthemtore, the appropriate realist

understanding of reference will grant theory comparison in all cases despite the difficulties of

theory ladenness.6' Scheffler argues that a sufficient number of reference tenns hold even

through radical theory change to allow for theory comparison despite the same pending

difficulties.62 Leplin clairns that reference tenîs maintain through theory change and thus that it

67. Michael Devitt, "Against Incommensurability," Australasian Jountal of Philosophv 57 (7979):29-50.
62. Israel Sheffler, Science and Subjectiaify (New York: Hackett Publishing Company,1967).
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is possible to compare competing theories.63 The early presentations of the incommensurability

thesis implied that reference is discontinuous between theories since the reference of the object is

set by its description (its role within the theory). Consistency of reference is maintained between

theory change, not through the descriptions, but rather through the existence of something which

the descriptions were about.6a

Devitt, Scheffler, and Leplin in essence claim that a retreat to idealisrn in the face of

incommensurability is premature. Incommensurability presents problerns for theory comparison

but these difficulties are not such that realism needs to be abandoned. What is required is a

further refinement of existing accounts of realism.65 In other words, the problem of theory

Jarrett Leplin, "Is Essentialism Unscientihc?" Philosoplry of Science 55 (1988): 493-510.
The criticism of this understanding of reference is that once essential properties of have been
determined, they are irrevocable. Leplin agrees that if this is what the causal 

-theory 
of reference is

claimìng then it is false. But Leplin claims both that essential reference is only definitively
established in 'final science' and that reference can be shown to fail when the rolê of evidenc-e
changes (for instance, nothing plays the role of ether now, so ether never referred).
Sankey also believes that the appropriate realist account defeats the problems of
incommensurability. He argues that Feyerabend's early work relies on a descriptive theory of
reference yhich is problematic. He characterizes the problem of incommensurability, as presented
by Feyerabend, as one of shifting reference: since central terms of conflicting theories-share no
common reference, they cannot be compared. Sankey argues that this relianðe on reference is a
problem since it ignores practical ostensive determination of reference. In other words, whereas
Feyerabend is right with respect to high level conceptual definitions, the practical ostensive
reference remains constant between rivals. Again the issue is ¡eference and realièm: theories can be
compared sìnce they can be checked, though this will be difficult at times. Howard Sankey,
"Feyerabend and the Description Theory of Reference," lountal of Philosophical Research 1,6 (199i):
223-232. Shapere seeks an understanding of reference which would allow for rational theory
comparison, given the probìems of incommensurability. He examines Putnam's claim that thê
solution to theory comparison is to replace questions of meaning with those of reference: the
meaning of 'neutron' may change from theory to theory but as a transtheoretical term its reference
remains constant. Shapere claims that Putnam's account lacks historical credibility. He proposes
that the continuity of reference from theory to theory is established by the existence of reasons to
change the descriptions of the objects invólved. Thé existence of theóe reasons gives ground for
continuity_of reference and for theory comparison. Dudley Shapere, "Evolution añd Continuity in
Scientific Change," Philosophy of Science 56 (7989):428.

63.

64.

65.
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comparison is a practical problem internal to realism.66

Nola makes the idealist accusation explicit: Kuhn is himself an idealist since he claims that the

reference of all the central terms of theories change through paradigm shifts.ó7 There are no non-

conventionalist grounds under which theories can be compared. Kuhn, Nola claims, resorts to

idealisrn in the face of incommensurability yet still wants some relation to hold between theories

which would grant one or the other superiority. However, this is an inconsistent position.

Feyerabend is at least rnore consistent that Kuhn in that while he is an idealist he denies that

there is any rational relation between incornmensurable theories: anything goes. The key for

Nola is the recognition that realisrn is strictly incompatible with incommensurability.

Again, the consideration of objections has been brief, but the common thread is the call for

semantic realism. Incommensurability poses problems for theory comparison but these problems

can be defeated or answered through an appropriate theory of reference. Despite the intemal

holistic aspects of theories, in the end, they tell us sornething about the world. Defenders of

incommensurability can possibly claim cornpatibility with realism. The rneanings of theoretical

terms had been thought to tell us sornething about how the term relates to the world. For

example, the theoretical term'proton'has a function within subatomic theory but it also refers to

an actual physical object in the world. 'Proton' can function differently in rival theories of

66. We will return to incommensurability and pragmatics in the next chapter.
67. Robert Nola, "'Paradigms Lost, or the World Regained'-- An Excursion into Realism and Idealism

in Science," Synthese 45 (1980): 377-350.
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subatonric particles, but even in rival theories it can refer to the same object in the real world.

The tenns of incomrnensurable theories are so because they function differently within their

respective theories, yet still refer to the same object. This sameness of reference is enough to

show the satneness between the terms but it is insufficient to establish the basis of rational

comparison because such comparison depends on Ílore than reference itself (it also depends on

how the tenns function within the theory). Still, whether such an account of reference works is

debatable.ó8 Furthennore, if terms both refer to real objects and function within a theory, then it

is difficult for the incotntnensurability theorist to explain why the reference does not provide

enough of a basis for theory comparison despite the differences in function.

The defenders of semantic incommensurabiliry did not abandon it in the face of criticism.

However, as the defence of incommensurability becornes more elaborate, the thesis itself

becomes even lrore irnplausible: as the strong thesis is weakened to meet objections, we have

68. Grayling, for instance,. argugs against Feyerabend's contention thai radical change in meaning must
be accompanied with a discontinuity of reference in the terms of theor;ies (which éntails
incommensurability). He claims that there are necessary elements to experience which would make
the radical. change in reference, as needed by Feyerábend, impossibie. ]ohn Shand, "Grayling,
Fey-erabend and the Consistency of Sense," Anatysis 46 (1986): 27i-272. Zhengpoints out that kuh"n
a.nd Feyerabend rely on a contentious understanding of meaning which asseits that the meaning of
theoretical -terms depends on their context and thus there is no logical basis for theory cho'íce.
Zheng thinks Putnam's-work is problematic in that it only applies to sfecific types of terms and that
it amounts to no more than a bald assertion of continuity. Zhèng claims that mèaning and reference
are more connected than Putnam allows, and that continuity oi reference is not sufijcient to allow
for logical comparability. 

-Lan 
Zheng,"Incommensurability ánd Scientific Rationality," International

Stud-ies in the Philosoyhy of Science 2 (1988): 227-236. Still, the continuity of refe¡ence is an issue.
Sankey argues that claims to continuity of reference over all paradigm shifts is problematic. There
have been many cases of radical changes in reference and- he quãstions whéther the particular
occurrences of continuity in reference are sufficient to allow for rational theory comparisoñ. In fact,
Sankey argues that the simple effect of Scheffler's work was to shift the discussion to a
consideration of reference. Howard Sankey, "Incommensurability - An Overview," <htç:/
/www.hps.unimeib.edu. aul staff lstaff-papersi howard/Incommensuiability.PDF>, p.7.
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good reason to suspect that semantic incommensurability does not actually occur. In addition,

both the rare occulrence of historical incommensurability and the occasions where apparent

instances of it have been overcome have yet to be explained successfully.óe Responses can be

made to all of the criticisms but a cursory glance at the literature implies that a consistent

defence of semantic incommensurability either weakens the notion to the extent that one

questions whether it remains an intelligible concept or maintains a strong notion of

incornrnensurability at the expense of plausibility.

Revised Kuhn

In response to early criticisrn of semantic incomrnensurability, Kuhn revised the notion.7O V/hile

his early views suggest relativisrn, Kuhn resisted the clairn and developed his theory in part to

avoid it (Kuhn was unhappy with semantic holisrn whereas Feyerabend found it

unproblematic).7r Rather than thinking of incornrnensurability as a failure of translating the

One could resort, at this point, to claiming that while general incommensurability is problematic,
partial or local incommensurability can occur. This will be dealt with below: either it is a bar to
rational progress or it is not. If it is, then it remains to be explained how progress still occurs. If it is
not, then such incommensurability is a minor historical detail. In either eveñt, incommensurability,
even so construed is not an essential problem to theory comparison. The practical problems it
addresses will be dealt with in the next chapter.
See Thomas S. Kuhn, The Essential Tension (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1977). Kuhn
claims that he never actually revised his theory at all. The difficulties that weie found in his earlier
versions were due to misunderstandings. See Thomas S. Kuhn, "Reflections on My Critics" in The
Road Since Structure (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2000), pp. 723-775. But Holcomb
contends that Kuhn has vacillated between different presentations of his-views. Holcomb, p.477.
Also, Watanabe claims that Kuhn dramatically changed his early views. Watanabe, p. 132n. See
also A. Polikarov, "ls There an Incommensurability between Superseding Theories?: On the Validity
of the Incommensurability Thesis," Journal for General Philoiophy of Science 2a Q993): 729 and
Laudan, "Dissecting the Holistist Picture of Scientific Change," p.739.
See Howard Sankey, "Kuhn's Changing Concept of Incommensurability," British JournøI for the
Philosophy of Science 44 (7993):759-774.

69.

70.

71,.
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meaning of the central terms in different theories, it is best understood as a difñculty arising from

varying values of cornpeting theories. Incornrnensurability arises when we have no logical,

principled rnethod of comparing theories. Theories could be evaluated on a variety of different

scales or values: simplicity, pragmatic value, explanatory power, testability, etc. The five values

that Kuhn identifies are accuracy, consistency, scope, simplicity and fruitfulness. This list of

values is not meant to be exhaustive. Other values are possible, but these provide a basis for

discussion. While a particular theory is in force, there is substantial agreement on what the

values of that theory are. Minor revisions of a theory are close to the original, proposing no

substantive corrections. Consequently, theories are relatively easy to revise internally.

Difficulties arise, however, when substantive changes to a particular theory are proposed. When

two theories are so different as to stress different values there is no principled method of

comparison between them. The values of a theory are its criteria of rational evaluation. Without

sufÊciently shared values, and in the absence of rational assessment of these values, theories are

incommensurable. If one theory explains more of the ernpirical data, but the other is more

testable, then the theory we choose will depend on which value is more important. But if these

values are internal to the particular theories then there is no way of rationally preferring one (as

long as the theories in question differ significantly with respect to their values and content).72

72. Gupta, however, argues that Kuhn is committed to external criteria for theory comparison. But
Gupta appears to miss the point in that Kuhn's commitment to 'partial' incommensura-bility implies
only that there are shared (non-external) standards. Kuhn's aim in weakening his versiôn oi the
incommensurability thesjs is to keep his distance from the problematic aspects of Feyerabend's
semantic holism. See Chhanda Gupta, "Putnam's resolution of the Popper-Kuhn Controversy," The
PhilosophicøI Quørterly 43 (1993): 379 -334.
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The standard example of this form of incommensurability is the case of Copemicus vs. Ptolemy.

Consider the problem of the rational adjudication of these theories early in the dispute. They

were relatively equal in their ability to accurately predict the movements of the planets. The

Ptolemaic theory had the advantage of being consistent with the known Aristotelean physics of

the time, though at the cost of complexity. The Copernican theory had the advantage of an

internal conceptual sirnplicity but at the cost of inconsistency with the then current physics. How

then does one choose between thern? If one values conceptual simplicity, one would choose

Copemicus. If one values consistency with the other current theories, one would choose

Ptolerny. But there is nothing telling one whether to value simplicity or consistency. There is

consequently no principled rnethod of choosing between them.

Change in paradigrn is not a rnatter of rational choice.73 How, then, do scientists choose between

paradigms? Two views are possible. First, changing paradigms is like a Gestalt switch. A

scientist operating in one paradigm instantaneously switches to another. Second, choice between

paradigms is irrational but is based on the good judgernent of the scientific community. As the

73. Assuming of course that 'rational choice' implies a rules based procedure for discriminating values.
Kuhn thought that such a rules based procedure did not exist but that the choices between theories
that scientists made were still 'rational.' See Rhonda Martens and Carl Matheson,
"Incommensurability Pragmatized," unpublished essay, p. 5. Zheng explicates this point in how he
argues against Davidson's critique of incommensurability: Davidson has shown the need for
interpretation between languages but not the need for translation. Lan Zheng,"Incommensurability
and Scientific Rationality," lnternational Studies in the Philosophy of Science 2 (7988):227-236. Zheng
claims that Kuhn never intended to claim that incommensurability implies incomparability. Rathei
he claims that comparison cannot be done using the methods of thã logical empiricists (using a
neutral_language to make a point by point comparison). Furthermore, Kuhn develops, in his later
worþ the notion of taxonomy to show how comparisons can be made (Feyerabenä is of course
fuzzier on this point).
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later Kuhn would ask, who are more able to make judgements between scientific paradigms than

the scientists themselves? The second option, while not fully rational, preserves in some sense

the notion of Duhem's scientific good judgement: choice between paradigms may not be

explicitly rational but it is not completely arbitrary.

It is this revised view of Kuhn's, with its tenuously rational appeal to judgement based on the

taxonomy of value, which allows for theory comparison. Kuhn is attempting here to leave open

a door to theory comparison which his earlier views left shut. Whereas his previous views

essentially forbade any ground for theory comparison, he now clairned the only significant

difference between theories lay in value. There was at least some ground left open for theory

comparison even if theories are incornmensurable.Ta

Criticism

This fonn of incommensurability is more viable than the earlier semantic forms. There is no

difñcully in translation between theories; proponents of competing theories have no difficulty (at

least in principle) understanding each other. This version of incommensurabilify is not

vulnerable to the criticism of semantic holism. The earlier form was irnplausible in that there is

74. Hemandez-Iglesias notes that Kuhn's focus on critique had caused him to overstate his case and
question scientific objectivity in claiming that progress must be pragmatic and theory choice
depends on personal and aesthetic considerations. Kuhn himself notes that the accusations of
relativism have their source in the following: first, revolutionary theory choice is not driven by logic
or experiments; second, revolutionary choice is made by the community; third, paradigms are
incommensurable. Kuhn defends himself against the first two by claiming that the criteria shared
between paradigms function not as rules but rather as values (instantiated in communities); simply
because there is no algorithm of choice between such theories does not mean that such choicè is
irrational. Manual Hemandez-Iglesias, "Incommensurability without Dogmas," Dislectica  B Q994):
29-4s.
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always (at least the appearance of) the possibility of translation between theories. This

presentation of the concept does not face the plausibility challenge that the earlier one did. It is

at least plausible that theories could differ in ways that this form would require.

However, despite the apparent plausibility, there remain difficulties. Are the standards of

evaluation or values of a theory internal to that theory or simply part of general scientific

activity? Are there sufficiently divergent values which theories can display? How often do

theories display this variance in values?

Key to this notion of incommensurability is the claim that values are intemal to a paradigm. In

other words, theories in paradigms not only make claims but also contain the standards by which

these claims are to be judged. On a srnall enough scale this is certainly true. However, it is

debatable whether theories themselves contain their values of evaluation on a larger scale. If

theories are sirnilar enough, comparing them is relatively straightforward: if they both claim the

same type of simplicity as a vifiue, we can evaluate them on this basis; if they both claim

explanatory power as a virtue, we can evaluate them on that basis. The fact that sirnilar enough

theories are rationally comparable on their values is reason to believe that these values are

external to the theories. Another way to state this concem is to suppose that the activity of

science has a goal and the various values claimed by particular theories are simply paths to the

same goal; in the end we evaluate theories by how well they advance the goal of scientific
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activiry.75

In the case of Ptolemy vs. Copernicus, the difficulty in comparison lay in the lack of available

infonnation. While it is true that they each claimed superiority with respect to different values,

given enough time and evidence it becarne clear which theory was superior. Consequently the

difñculty in comparison was not due to any theoretical or principled problem; rather, it was a

practical problem in determining the better theory.

Even if one grants the possibility that the required divergence in values can exist between

cornpeting theories it is questionable how often it occurs.t6 In the normal course of events, we

can determine which theories are rationally preferable. In other words, the sort of value

discrepancy required to instantiate this fonn of incolnlnensurability is rare in scientific history (if

it occurs at all). Consequently, value incommensurability does not point to any absolute barrier

to theory comparison. Rather, it names a temporary and resolvable problern.TT

Incommensurability appears to be like the srnile of the Cheshire Cat: the more we look for it the

harder it is to find.

Oddly enough, a strong critic of Kuhn is Feyerabend hirnself. Kuhn is essentially looking for

internal scientific grounds for theory comparison in the face of the evolving notion of

75. See Larry Laudan, Progress ønd lts Problems (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press,7977).
76. Martens and Matheson, p. 6.

77. See the next chapter for further discussion of this issue.
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incommensurability. "..- incomlnensurability is far frorn being the threat to rational claims that it

has frequently seerned."78 He names values which scientists in different theories hold to varying

degrees. But Feyerabend points out that whatever values Kuhn proposes we can find scientists

who deny them and non-scientists who adhere to them,Te

Even the later Kuhn is still left with relativism, since being able to understand differing theories

does not mean that we can rationally cornpare thern. Friedrnan argues that while Kuhn defends

himself against charges of relativism through his appeal to values, this appeal fails to defeat the

charge since there remains no shared ground of rational theory appraisal.s0 Kuhn wants to say

that science is rational despite incommensurability since it is a successful problem solving

enterprise. However, Friedman clairns that this is insufficient to defeat relativisrn as the issue is

whether standards of theory appraisal are available to the practitioners. Since this is what Kuhn

denies, he is still vulnerable to the charge of relativism. In otherwords, Kuhn wants to defeat

charges of relativisrn through an appeal to the ability of scientists to make rational choices in the

absence of a rule based rnethodology. However, failing an adequate account of how such

choices are and should be made, there remains the objection that even under Kuhn's revised

account such choices are essentially arbitrary.t' Consequently, there is no principled scientific

method for theory comparison, at least along the lines Kuhn proposes.tt

78. Kuhn, The Road Since Structure, p.97.
79. Andrew Lugg, "Feyerabend's Rationalism ," Canadian Jountal of Philosophy 7 (1977): 758.
80. Friedman, "Kant, Kuhn, and the Rationality of Science," Philosophy of Science 69 (2002):784.
81. Martens and Matheson, "Incommensurability Pragmatized," p. 5.

82. This is likely one of the reasons Feyerabend stresses the need for the inclusion of extra-scientific
factors towards 'judgements' of scientific theories. Read questions whether there is any substantial
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Conclusion

The references to critics and their responses given above are only partial. Much more could be

said. However, one can question the pragrnatic value of the continuing discussion.t' The more

the defenders of the incomrnensurability thesis tighten up and clariff their clairns - the more

consistent and plausible they make the thesis - the less extension it has. In other words, to make

the incommensurability thesis acceptable, its defenders must weaken its force.st And in such

weakening its application can be questioned. In the end, despite its continued and avid defence,

the incomrnensurability thesis has been weakened to the extent that it points but to practical

difficulties with respect to theory comparison and not to any essential difficulty.

difference between semantic and value incommensurability. Kuhn's 'revised' value
incommensurability claims that proponents of differing theories hold values to differing degrees,
which accounts for the difficulty in theory comparison. But Read wonders what this amounts to
apart from saying that particular values mean something different in the respective paradigm.
Consequently, it could be argued (though Read does not make the point explicit) that value
incommensurability is just as problematic as the earlier form. In other words, value
incommensurability is more radical than Kuhn intended. See Rupert Read, "Is there another kind
of incommensurability: Kuhn and 'incommensurability of values,"' <http://www.uea.ac.uk/
-j339 / Incommensvalues.htm>.
Bishop, for instance, argues the continuing discussion around reference and incommensurability is
unlikely to reach resolution. See Bishop, "Why The Semantic Incommensurability Thesis is Self
Defeating," Philosophical Studies 63 (1997) : 347.

Hemandez-Iglesias ciaims that Kuhn has clarified the notion of incommensurability at the cost of
its application and usefulness. See Manual Hemandez-Iglesias, "Incommensurability without
Dogmas," D isle cticø 48 (799 4): 29-45.

83.

84.
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I ncom mensu rabi I ity Loc alized

Many critics see the need to push the incommensurability debate to a different level. For

instance, Matteo argues that with respect to the discussion of rationality the deconstructive phase

of the debate should now pass into a constructive phase.ss Hernandez-Iglesias claims that despite

the failures of the incornmensurability thesis the problerns that gave rise to it have yet to be

sufficiently explicated. "The problern rernains of accounting for communication breakdowns

produced by meaning-and-theory-changes without endorsing a version of conceptual

relativisrn."só There is a tension inherent in accounting for rational theory comparison in the face

of the difficulties presented by the incornmensurability thesis.

The incornrnensurability thesis takes the practical problems of theory comparison seriously. No

matter how one evaluates the thesis, no one can hold that theory comparison is trivial: theory

comparison is, for instance, not a matter of a sirnple evaluation against the ernpirical record.

Subsequent accounts of scientific rationality, whether accepting incommensurability or not, had

to increase in sophistication. Furthermore, those that introduced the incommensurability thesis

brought a new focus to the study of the history of science. The historical question of how

scientists actually changed theories, and how theories actually developed internally, now became

irnportant in the normative evaluation of theory development. However, despite the strengths of

the incommensurability thesis, it has been strongly criticized and the extreme version of it has

85. Anthony M. Matteo, "Grounding the Human Conversation," TheThomist 53 (1989): 235-258.
86. Manual Hernandez-iglesiaq "Incommensurability without Dogmas," Dialectica 48 (799a):37.
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been found untenable (as seen above). The strong version of the incommensurability thesis

suggests that rational theory comparison is impossible. The existence and status of paradigms as

cognitive bars to rational theory comparison and scientific progress has been strongly cnticized.El

Any plausible account of rational theory comparison, then, needs to incorporate the strengths of

the thesis while avoiding its weaknesses.

The search for rational grounds for theory choice requires a different account of

incommensurability. Such an account of incommensurability needs to explain how rational

progress in science is possible. The errors with respect to accounts of progress are in the

extremes: on the one hand, to say that rational progress is unproblematic is rnistaken in that such

a view ignores the difficulties often faced in theory comparison; on the other hand, to say that

there is no rational progress in science is mistaken in that it ignores the commonly acknowledged

presence ofsuch progress and the historical reality that science often at least appears to progress

rationally. V/hat is required is an account of theory change and incornmensurability that finds a

balance between these extremes. Rational progress is often relatively straightforward to

characterize (if not to obtain) but there are often real barriers in the way of such progress. These

barriers require the development of new linguistic and conceptual resources to allow for the

possibility of theory comparison.

87. Nola, for instance, claims that we tend to believe that science is progressive but we find it difficult
to characterize this progress because of problems of reference. Robert Nola, "'Paradigms Lost, or
the World Regained'-- An Excursion into Realism and Idealism in Science," Synthese 4t(1980): 318 -
379.
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A key suggestion is made by Hoyningen-Hune in his analysis of Kuhn. Incommensurability

between theories at a particular point in time does not imply that theory comparison is forever

irnpossible. One can learn the vocabulary of the other theory. "A proponent of the old theory

has to identiflz and leam those parts of the ne\Ã/ conceptual vocabulary that are different from his

own."88 Incommensurability thus is a barrier only at a particular moment. Furthermore, leaming

a new vocabulary is different than being able to mechanically translate between the fwo

theories.se As the new vocabulary is learned, avenues for theory comparison become available.

While a point by point comparison is never possible, the fact that new vocabularies can be

learned gives a ground to rational theory comparison even allowing for incommensurability.

Kuhn, in explaining the roots of his beliefs, explains that the concepts of 'paradigm' and

'incotntnensurability' came to him as he was atternpting to understand Aristotle's physics.e0 It

was in his looking back and learning Aristotle that the difiñculties in theory comparison became

apparent to him. Since languages can be learned we have some reason to believe that rational

theory comparison is possible, though in some occasions it will be extremely difficult. To defeat

conceptual relativisrn we don't need to claim that all languages are translatable, as Davidson

does, we just need to say that they are all leamable.el

The natural rejoinder to such a conception of incommensurability is that it then points to no

88. Paul Hoyningen-Huene, "Kuhn's Conception of Incommensurability," Studîes in the History
Philosophy of Science 27 (7990): a89.

89. Ibid.. Such mechanical translation is barrred by incommensurability.
90. Kuhn, The Road Since Structure, p.76.
97. Hernandez-Iglesias, Manual "Incommensurability without Dogmas," Dialectica aB Q994):29-45.

and
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special or essential difficulty in theory comparison. Theories naturally develop in the face of

difñculties and thus there is no need to posit any special notion, such as incommensurability, to

account for the difficulties in assessing theory change. However, while the procedure of such

'nonnal' science is uncontroversial, there are occasions of radical theory change and dramatic

shifts which such an account of normal science is unable to satisfactorily explain. A revised

understanding of incommensurability can do better. Incornmensurability, thus conceived, is not

a lasting bar to theory comparison. Rather it explains why theories are impossible to compare at

a particular point in time.

Feyerabend's position, despite the apparent plausibility of his views, is essentially and

fundarnentally problematic. The fundamental problem with his views is not, however, strictly

concerning the logical consistency of his semantic holism. Nor is the difficulty in his resulting

relativisrn. Recall that Feyerabend is cornmitted to sorne notion of progress. His difficulty is in

the static characterizations of what rational progress entails, since any conception of rational

theory comparison lirnits progress. He has omitted from his views an account of what progress

precisely involves. If he is to speak positively of any theory shift in the history of science he is

obligated to provide the grounds of this judgement. He is reluctant to do so out of a fear of

orthodox rigidiry but it isn't clear that an account of rational theory choice must essentially be

rigid or limiting. Thus, while Feyerabend has rightly listed the difficulties in theory comparison

and while he has correctly demonstrated the dangers of rigidity in our accounts of theory

comparison, he has overreacted to these problems. Instead of denying the possibility of rational
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theory comparison, he should have attempted to provide an account which allowed for the

difûculties and allowed for the flexibility that he so cherished.

Consider Kuhn. At no point does he explicitly accept charges of idealism or relativism. At no

point does he intend to deny the possibility of rational scientific progress. He attempts to take

seriously the concerns regarding the viabiliry of theory comparison and develop an account that

incorporates these concerns while remaining committed to explaining how scientific progress is

justified. Whether or not he is successful in this atternpt - and the discussion in the previous

chapter has raised serious questions - is a separate question from the one of the viability of the

attempt.

One could argue that all that is called for is a further refinement of the work of Kuhn. However,

this would be to neglect a characteristic which a different account of the rationality of theory

change should include: justification of theory change in the face of incommensurability. What

justification can be made of theory change between incornrnensurates beþre new resources have

been added to allow for rational theory cornparison? Even though the final adjudication between

rivals has yet to be determined, what suggestions can be made regarding the most promising

route to follow?

Consider the case of the comparison between the Ptolernaic system of astronomy vs. the
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Copernican system in 1600.e? This date is before the invention of the telescope and long before

enough evidence had accumulated to make the choice moot.e3 We say now that Copernicus had

the more promising theory. But this is of course due to the fact that there now is a wealth of

evidence on Copernicus' side. Furthermore, while, in 1600, the Copernican systern lacked a

corresponding conception of (integrated) physics, the strength and acceptance of Newtonian

dynamics gave the Copernican astronomy crucial corroboration.

But by the time of Newton the issue between the Copernicus and Ptolerny had largely been

settled. Thus the help to Copernicus given by Newton was superfluous in this respect:

Copernicus had already won. It was already clear that his was the theory which was rational to

explore and refine. The real question with respect to incommensurability is what justificational

account could have been provided at the time, in 1600, to support the pursuit of the Copemican

programme despite its lack of 'full' or 'complete' rational support? In other words, even though it

is true that in 1600 the two approaches were incommensurable, a successful account of theory

comparison must suggest pragrnatic reasons to the Copernican, on the basis of evidence present

in 1600, that pursuing the Copernican programme will eventually tum out to be the rationally

justified move. Thus, an alternative account of theory comparison should include the following:

an explanation of how rational progress is possible (backwards looking explanation), and the

abilify to make suggestions regarding the appropriate course to pursue in the event of

92. For more information on the shift from Ptolemy to Copemicus, see Thomas Kuhn, The Copentican
Rea olu t ion (Cambridge: Harvard University P r ess, 7957).

93- Martens and Matheson, p. 7.
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incommensurability, indexed to a particular time, between competing theories (forwards looking

justification).

Martens and Matheson make a related argument in favour of the developrnent of a pragmatic

version of incommensurability.no They demonstrate the failings of the existing accounts of

incommensurability and theory change and they call for an account which would help a

particular scientist evaluate the cost and benefits of research directions in the face of the

difñculties of theory choice. When the choice between research directions is rationally

indeterminate, due to practical but not essential differences between theories, which direction

should the practitioner pursue to maximize benefits over costs?

Their key exarnple is with respect to Aristotle.e5 It is certainly true that Aristotle would have

difûcully understanding quantum mechanics; however, they question whether this difficulty is

essential. While it is of course practically irnpossible for Aristotle to understand quantum

mechanics, they deny that it would be logically impossible for Aristotle to do this given time and

resources. The question for Aristotle is why he should spend the time to learn quantum

mechanics. In other words, what can be said to Aristotle about the costs and benefits of investing

the time and energy to understand an incornmensurable theory? Martens and Matheson call for

further investigation and work on what the assessment of such costs and benefits would entail.e6

94. Ibid..
95. Ibid., p.20.
96. "[A new approach to incommensurability would require] developing a theory of epistemic

rationality and apropriate formalism for deciding whether and when one should devote one's time
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Despite the advantages of Martens' and Matheson's account there remain difficulties and

irnportant contrasts with the account of incommensurability sketched in this paper. First, they

appear committed to a circularity. How can an individual assess the pragmatic virfues of a rival

account unless that account is already understood and evaluated? In other words, the existence

of a pragmatic assessment appears to presuppose that a rational theory comparison procedure is

already in place.

Martens and Matheson are a\¡/are of this difñculty.e? They offer no irnmediate solution but the

belief that rough evaluation in the face of a'radically incomplete knowledge'may be possible.

They also know that scientists in these situations have at least some idea of what the rival

programtne has to offer. However, they are reluctant to connect this idea to a general account of

theory comparison. They claim two tasks for the development of pragrnatic incommensurability:

historical analysis of the cases where incommensurability obtains (where they spend the most

time in their paper) and the development of a formalisrn which would aid one in the choice

between radically different theories (the rernaining task).

However, Martens and Matheson do not connect this formalism to an appropriate account of that

which makes scientific progress possible. Underlying their work is a problematic dualism. They

to learning more about another radically different theory-" Ibid., p.22.
97. lbìd,p.21.-22.
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want to develop a pragrnatic account of theory choice which is divorced from that which

accounts for scientific progress.

The problem as they describe it - and their description appears largely accurate - is that there are

two types of explanation required in theory comparison. First, we need to be able to explain

scientific progress looking back. In what sense can we now say that the Copernican theory is

superior to the Ptolemaic? Our answer here cannot be relativistic; though the theories were

incommensurable at one point, this has been overcome. It is clear to us now that Copernicus had

the superior theory. Second, we need to be able to promote scientific progress looking ahead,

Though theories rnay be incommensurable at one point in time, we need to be able to suggest

reasons why one direction is preferable to another.

The problern is that Martens and Matheson do not appear to see these tasks as essentially

connected. Though the fonn of explanation in each case will have to be different, and though the

pragrnatic suggestions in the face of incommensurability will have to be revisable (in a way that

the other type of explanation is imrnune), each type of explanation must be connected to the

same understanding of what episternic rationality is. Otherwise we allow for a radical

divergence between what is rationally justifiable, at a particular moment, to an individual and

what will in the end prove justifiable.es

98. It is true that any account of rational action, in the absence of appropriate evidence, is in principle
revisable. However, if such a dualism is allowed then these pragmatic judgements will not-be
revisable. Such judgements would stand independent of that which will máke ihe theory rational.
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Alternative Ways to Continue

In the quest for such an alternative account it is important to consider alternatives already

present. There have been attempts made to move the discussion regarding theory comparison in

different directions. We will now consider two such attempts.ee In pafiicular, we will evaluate,

albeit in abbreviated fomr, how successful each is in accounting for both forward looking and

backward looking justification and whether their accounts can avoid a dualism in episternic

justification.

Lakatos

Lakatos, in his account of rational theory choice, does not work with individual theories and

experiments but he rather considers them under the larger frarnework of the notion of research

progranìmes. Characteristic of all programmes is a defended hard core with a flexible belt of

auxiliary hypotheses and the corresponding heuristic. The hard core is the unchanging cenfre of

the research programme. The auxiliary belt is the flexible, protective part to the research

progratnme; it changes to account for problems and anomalies. All programmes have 'unsolved

problerns and undigested anomalies'; we can say that all progralnmes are in some sense

refuted.roo

The flexibility of the protective belt is evident in Newton's theory. Historically, scientists

99- These three are not an exhaustive list of the possible such accounts that could be considered.
Rather, these three accounts function to illustrate and illuminate further the claims already made.

100. Imre Lakatos, The Methodology of Scientific Resesrch Programntes (London: Cambridge University
Press, 1978), p.5.
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assumed his theory of gravitation to be true even after the rnotion of Nepfune appeared to

contradict it. They suggested the existence of an undiscovered planet to account for the

irregularities of Neptune's orbit. The positing of a ninth planet is an exarnple of a protective,

auxiliary hypothesis to the core of Newton's theory.

Lakatos distinguishes between two kinds of research programmes: progressive and degenerating.

Rather than examine a proposition in isolation we need to look at how propositions change

within a theory, and how theories change within a programme, to discem if a prograrnme is

progressive. A progressive progralrffre accounts for the results of rival programrnes, accounts

for some of the problems of rival theories and leads to new discoveries. Novel facts play an

important role in this discernment process. A programme is progressive if the succeeding

theories in it predict novel facts and if at least sorne of these predictions are confirmed.r0r A

degenerative programme is simply one that is not progressive.

For example, Einstein's programme is superior to Newton's since it not only accomplished all

that Newton's progratnme did but also explained rnore (in the form of novel facts) and some of

this excess content has been confirmed.'o' Conversely, Galileo's theory of circular planetary

motion had no new content; no fur1her development of his theory is possible because it neither

predicted anything new nor set any limits. This theory is thus degenerative; "this theory was

101. Ibid., p.34.
702. Ibid., p.39.
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therefore ad hoc and therefore - from the heuristic point of view valueless."r03

Progress is the crucial issue. According to Lakatos, we need to distinguish between progressive

and degenerative research programmes and in doing so we replace "the central problern of

classical rationality, the old problern of foundations, with the new problem of fallible-critical

growth."r0a In essence, Lakatos believes he can account for the problems which

incommensurability presents and yet rnaintain standards of rationality in science by exarnining

theories not in isolation but in their relationship to each other in tirne.

To help distinguish between progressive and degenerating programmes, Lakatos uses the notion

of heuristic. Research programmes include a heuristic, "a powerful problern-solving

rnachinery."r05 This heuristic takes irregularities and explains them with respect to the hard core.

There are fwo kinds of heuristic: negative and positive. Negative heuristic demands creation of

auxiliary hypotheses to protect the hard core against anomalies. Then we direct our investigation

towards this belt. This subsequent investigation leaves the hard core alone. "It is the protective

belt of auxiliary hypotheses which has to bear the brunt of tests and get adjusted and re-adjusted,

or even completely replaced, to defend the thus-hardened core."r06If this process is successful

the prograrnme is progressive, if not, it is degenerative. Negative heuristic concentrates on the

103. Ibid., p.40.
1,04. Ibid., p.91.
10s. Ibid..
706. Ibid., p.48.
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refutations of a particular theory in the programme.

Positive heuristic focuses not on the refutations but rather on the positive predictive power of the

hard core. Models are created from the verifications of the hard core with each model more

complicated than the last. Positive heuristic ignores refutations and flows from the 'heuristic

power' of the hard core. "'We may appraise research programmes . . . for their heuristic power:

how many new facts did they produce, how great was their capacity to explain their refutations

in the course of their growth?"r07 Positive heuristic focuses on the theoretical capacity of a

programme to explain refutations rather than on the particular refutations themselves. Neither

positive nor negative heuristic are driven by logical necessify. The guiding force behind research

programmes is our ability and ingenuity to move them forward.ros

Lakatos refers to history to support his claims but he makes a distinction between the actual

history and a rational reconstruction of that history - between examining the process of discovery

as it happens and the explanation of growth after the fact. For Lakatos, the latter is rnore

significant than the fonner. "We stressed the objective connection and development of ideas and

did not investigate the furnbling way in which they originally becarne conscious - or

707. Ibid., p.52.
108. Lakatos dramatically demonstrates the development on mathematical research programmes in his

92oU !r92fs and Refutøtions. 
-Imre 

Lakatos, Proofs and Refutations : The Logic of Maihern"øtical Discooery,
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 7977). The book consisìr oi u classroom dialogrié
between a teacher and a number of students. They begin with a particular mathematical theoäm
.u"d 3 particular Pr-oof of the theorem.- By successive applications of both negative and positive
heuristic they build up more powerful inierpretations a-.rã understandings of"the theoreir. The
dialogue is a parody of the actual developmental process that took place ñrith respect to the same
theorem-
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semiconscious - in subjective minds."r0e He stresses that this reconstruction, despite the stress on

'objective connections,'does not deviate from the actual history.

Lakatos'work has often been found to be problematic. Still, the main task here is to determine

how well Lakatos'work meets the above stated criteria: explain how rational progress is

possible, and suggest rational courses of action in the face of incommensurability. Laudan's

difûculty, for instance, with Lakatos is partly that Lakatos doesn't respect the history of the

practice enough. The problem is that Lakatos does not work within the actual history of the

practice but within a rational reconstruction of the history, and thus not adequately grounded in

what scientists actually do."0 If a practitioner is enterprising enough, one can make any research

programme look respectable through rational reconstruction."' Lakatos achieves his account of

theory choice at the expense of disconnecting his work from scientific practice.rr2

Lakatos rejects the incommensurability thesis as it is a bar to rational theory change. If two

theories were consistent but not content comparable, then there are no rational grounds for theory

cotnparison. Miner points out, though, that this is not so much an objection as it is a statement of

709. Imre Lakatos, Mathematics, Science and Epistemology: Philosophical Papers Volume 2 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1978), p. 83.

110. "Whatever the outcome of that appraisal [after rational reconstruction], however, the historical
episode itself remains untouched and unexplained ... ." Laudan, Progress and lts Problems, p.769.

111. Larry Laudan, "Demystifying Underdeterminism," in Philosophy of Science: The Central lssues, eds.
Martin Curd and J.A. Cove¿ (New York: W.W. Norton & Company,lgg9), p.lZ9.

772. Laudan also claims that Lakatos has an overly strict criteria of progress. To be a part of a reasearch
programme, Lakatos claims that a successor theory must include all of the empirical results of the
prior theory. But this requirement is, according to Laudan, historically untenable. See Laudan,
Progress and Its Problems, pp-76-78.
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difference.rrs Lakatos assumes that rational progress is possible and he claims that

incommensurability denies that such progress is possible. The difference is clear, but unless

Lakatos can account for the problems which incommensurability presents he hasn't presented an

objection to the claims of the incommensurabiliry theorists.

Still, Lakatos argues that since theories are rationally comparable, when rationally reconstructed,

there is no ground left for incommensurability. The key, as Miner points out, is that the history

must be rationally reconstructed."o Theories as they stand may be incommensurable but Lakatos

clairns that he can place such theories in proper logical relationship, allowing for rational

comparability, through his alteration of the history. Also, it is worth noting that Lakatos saw

nothing essentially problernatic in such an alteration: "Respectable historians sometimes say that

the sort of 'rational reconstruction'here atternpted is a caricature of real history - of the way

things actually did happen - but one rnight equally well say that both history and the way things

actually did happen are just caricatures of the rational reconstruction."rrs In other words, there is

no priority to be given to the'actual'history.

This dualism is not dissirnilar to the account given by Matheson and Martens. They separated

the task of rational theory comparison into two parts: what we need to explain looking back over

the history and what we can suggest to a practitioner in the face of the problems of

113. Robert Miner, "Lakatos and Maclntyre on Incommensurability and the Rationality of Theory-
Change," <http: / / www.bu.edu / scp / Papers / Scie / ScieMine.htm>, p. 3.

774. Ibid..
115. Lakatos, Mathematics,ScienceandEpistemology:PhilosophicøIPapersVolume2,p.4.
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incommensurability. Lakatos, in effect, makes the same move. Rationally reconstructed history

attempts to explain how rational progress in science occurs but only in retrospect (we cannot

reconsttuct history before it occurs). While Lakatos is aware of the other task, he denies its

importance. "... History can only be rationally understood in the light of such reconstructions."rr6

Lakatos denies incommensurabiliry by avoiding the problem scientists face ín theory choice in

the moment.rrT

A further concern is whether Lakatos, even granting rational reconstruction, has the resources to

grant rational theory choice. Lugg clairns that Lakatos'work is problematic on exactly this point.

Lakatos can sort out progressive prograûunes from degenerating ones but according to his tenns

one can rationally hold to a degenerative prograÍlme even after it has been oveftaken by its

rival.r'* Thus, on his own tems, Lakatos has not dealt sufÊciently with the incommensurability

problem. This is, of course, Feyerabend's objection as well. He clairns that Lakatos, while he

can Iabel programmes 'progressive' or'degenerating,' cannot rationally bar a degenerating

programme since i¡ may recover (Lakatos acknowledges this as a possibility). But since a

degenerating programme may eventually becorne progressive, Feyerabend denies that one can

bar degenerating research programmes from rational status. Lakatos has both revised the actual

history and overstated his case: his arguments for the existence of progressive prograrnrnes, and

776. Ibid.,p.87.
777 - In fact Lakatos abandons scientists to 'Feyerabendian' freedom in the moment in the face of theorv

choice. His differenc_e with Feyerabend with respect to such choice is to claim that scientist;;;Jt
be prepared to have their choices judged, after thé fact. see Ibid., p. 110.

i18. AndrewLugg, "Feyerabend'sRationalism," CanadianJournalof PhilosophyT (7977):757.
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the detennination of them, could potentially serve as a pragrnatic indication of a helpful research

direction. But as a nonnative ground for rational theory choice, Lakatos falls short.

Lakatos then fails to fulfill the stated requirements of a rejuvenated approach to rational theory

choice. First, there are doubts since he works not within 'actual' history but within a

reconstructed version of history.r'n Any account of rational theory change should at least atternpt

fidelity to the historical record, both since that is the object requiring explanation and

to avoid the irnrnediate suspicion that the history can be reconstructed (caricatured?) in any

lashion one chooses.'to Second, there are doubts as to Lakatos' success at explaining scientific

progress since, even granting his reconstruction, he cannot provide grounds to conclusively bar

pursuit of degenerating programmes.''' Finally, he purposely neglects to offer advice to the

theorist facing the issues of incommensurability. Recall that rational reconstruction can only

take place after the fact so Lakatos is, in effect, offering only backwards looking justification.

He can clairn that theories can be judged on the progressiveness of the programmes of which

they are a part but since the test of such progressiveness depends on the future confinnation of

779. Notwithstanding Lakatos' rebuttals to this objection (since he was well aware of it). Lakatos can,
for instance, claim that the object requiring explanation is the rational reconstruction (since the
various accidents of history may not have much to do with the logical connections between the
theory parts_and its evidence). But it appears to be an ad hoc choice to reconstruct the history in
such a way that demonstrates con¡rection since it assumes, rather than shows, that such connections
exist. Furthermore, in divorcing his account from the various accounts of history the practical value
of his work for scientists is questionable.

720. This is not to claim that an attempt to work with actual history is unproblematic (there may be all
sorts of barriers which hide real history from us) but the problem here is that Lakatos doesn't see
any value in the attempt.

727. This criticism is connected to the first. Feyerabend's critique of Lakatos here is clearly intended to
advance his own claim that any caricature of history works (Lakatos hasn't rationally explained
anything).
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novel fact predictions, one can only make such judgements in retrospect.r22

Laudan

Laudan's work is intended to show how rational debate and consensus can arise in science. He

claims that his work is a fresh approach to philosophy of science.'23 Rather than try to make a

minor revision to the traditional analysis, or to abandon the possibility of rationality in science,

he will'begin afresh' and hope to avoid the problematic assumptions made by traditional

analysis.r2o He claims that the plausibility of Kuhn's and Feyerabend's work on

incommensurability arises out of the false dogrna that for science to progress, successor theories

must (at least) be able to explain all of the empirical content of their predecessors.'25 Kuhn and

Feyerabend have'support' in that science often fails to display this sort of progress.'26 But the

grounds for this suppoft, and the plausibility of their work, falls away once we re-examine what

progress is.

Previous attempts to explain rational theory choice have been problematic. Hierarchical rnodels

of scientific justification, such as Popper's and Hernpel's, don't allow for debate of the goals of

science themselves since goals are at the top of the hierarchy.r2T Laudan claims that such goals

722. This criticism is notwithstanding further concems regarding the integrity and demarcation of
programmes themselves.

723. Laudan, Progress and lts Problems, p.3.
724- For instance, he notes that Lakatos is problematic since he calls for but a minimum change to

Popper's claims. Ibid., p.4.
725. Larry Laudan, "Two Dogmas of Methodology," Philosophy of Science 43 (7976):585-597.
726. Ibid., pp. 587-597.
127. David Resnik, "Repairing the Reticulated Model of Scientific Rationality," Erkenntnis 40 (7994):344.
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must be revisable. Conventionalists, like Kuhn, cannot hold rational theory debate unless there

are pre-existing conventional agreements. Thus, Kuhn is essentially relativistic: in the absence

of such agreements there is no ground forrational theory debate. Hierarchical conventionalists,

like Popper and Kuhn, attempt to ground rational theory debate through goals, even though these

goals cannot thernselves be justified. According to Laudan this does not sufficiently ground

rational debate in that scientists can agree about methods even when they disagree on goals.'tB If

shared goals were the sole ground for such debate, rational agreement about methods would be

irnpossible.

Consequently, Laudan claims that Kuhn's position needs to be modified in two important ways:

first, there needs to be an acknowledgement of the back and forth justification between methods

and goals, that is, of the reticulated model against the hierarchical. Second, there must be

acknowledgement that paradigrns are not rigid entities;r2e the values of a particular paradigtn can

be revised and its elements can be replaced without the wholesale rejection of the paradigm

itself. The second modification deals with what Laudan calls 'uncompromising'holism. Laudan

contends, contra Kuhn, that when one analyses the historical record, one finds that shifts in

values and in theories do not always go together.r30 "fl-audan] argues that meeting the relativist

challenge requires a naturalist metamethodology that grounds normative methodology in

1.28. Ibid., p. 345. Though he here appears to argue that this is a theoretical
to historical exemplars.

729. Larry Laudan, "Dissecting the Holistist Picture of Scientific Change," p.
130. Ibid., p. 150.

possibility rather than point

r44.
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empirical facts about means to epistemic ends."13r Kuhn's conditions for scientific revolutions do

not obtain. Laudan is, in effect, a scientific optimist: the difñculties to which Kuhn refers are

but a chimera-

Laudan suggests that progress is better understood as movement towards the cognitive goals of

the activity. Consequently, theories can be rationally compared even if their content is mutually

untranslatable (incommensurable). He suggests that we can simply count the nurnber of solved

problems within each theory.'" The importance of problems is to be weighted solely by their

episternic significance to the theory; the social value of problem solving is of no concern.'" The

theory with the higher number of solved problems, appropriately weighted, is the more rational

theory to pursue.

Central to Laudan's work is the claim that progress and rationality are not distinct terms. "My

basic strategy in what follows will involve the blurring, and perhaps the obliteration, of the

classical distinction between scientificprogress and scientifrc rationality."tto For Laudan,

lationality is dependent on progress and not vice versa. We can lneasure progress in science and

therefore also rationality by means of the number of weighted solved problems. Thus the goal of

science is to solve as many problems as possible. Rationality and progressiveness are linked by

131. Howard SankSy, "Incommensurability - An Overview," <htç://www.hps.unimelb.edu.aulstaff I
staffjapers / howard / Incommensurability.PDF> , p. 12.

732. Larry Laudan, "Two Dogmas of Methodology," Philosophy of science 43 (7976): s9s-
133. Larry Laudan, "Dissecting the Holistist Picture of Scientific Change," p.164.
134. Laudan, Progress and lts Problems, p.5.
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problem solving effectiveness. Like Feyerabend and Kuhn, he accepts the presence of non-

scientific, non-empirical factors in science; unlike thern, he claims that these factors play a role

in rational progress in science.

Laudan attacks the incommensurability problenr by accepting its negative claims, that theories

can be such that their contents are not rnutually translatable into each other or into a third neutral

language, but denying that this irnplies the theories are not rationally comparable.r35 Theories

can still be compared: by their problern solving ability in cases where the problerns can be

characterized independently of the theories, and by their progressiveness which is determined

intemally to each theory.

Hintikka irnplicitly supports Laudan. He defines the commensurability of two theories as the

ratio of shared answers to the total answers of the theories combined, and as a result

incommensurability does not imply untranslatability.r36 His claim is that the claim that

incommensurability entails untranslatability is a simple tautology. Given a case in which rival

theories are translatable, they can still be incommensurable in terms of their abiliry to solve

problerns. Theories are incomtnensurable if they solve different problems, that is, if they have

different deductive consequences. He acknowledges that there will be little historical evidence of

this consequential incommensurability since most theories are designed to solve the problems of

135. Ibid.,p.742.
736. Jaakko Hintikka, "On the Incommensurability of Theories," Philosophy of Science 55 (i988): 25-38.
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their predecessors.'" So he claims, in a way sirnilar to Laudan, that incommensurable theories

can be compared on the basis of their problern solving abiliry.

Laudan's work has been criticized for a number of different reasons. Butts takes issue with

Laudan on his refusal to give scientific activity a privileged place.'38 Laudan is prepared to

discuss the problern solving ability of any sort of activity but Butts believes this to be

problematic: he can't accept a description of rational activity which doesn't discriminate between

types of activity. Other types of criticisms are possible but the issue here is how well Laudan's

account fits with the requirements nalned earlier for a different account of theory cornparison:

rational progress, and pragmatism in the face of incommensurabiliry.

For Laudan, the measure of progress, and thus of theory cornparison, is problem solving ability.

Giere argues that this approach neglects the real method by which we judge theories.rse Theories

are accepted if they are judged to be true, and problem solving ability is a consequence of the

truth value of a theory and not the other way around. Furthermore, Laudan claims that

justification flows back and forth between methods and goals. Goals are justified through their

realizabllity. Laudan criticizes the realist since we can't know if their goals have been

achieved.rao

1.37. He does make his connection to Lauden expiicit. See Jaakko Hintikka, "On the Incommensurability
of Theories," Philosoplry of Science 55 (1988): 30-31.

138. Robert E. Butts, "Scientific Progress: the Laudan Manifesto," Philosophy of the Social Sciences 9 (7979):
478.

139. Ronald N. Giere, "Philosophy of Science Naturalized," Philosophy of Science 52 (i985): 338.
740. Larry Laudan, Progress and lts Problems,p.727.
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Resnik points out, however, that it is consistent to pursue episternically utopian goals.'o' For

example, the Darwinian goal of using natural mechanisms to explain biological adaptation was

utopian at the time. Also, the goal to find a single general theory in physics and quanturn

mechanics can be considered utopian yet it is still rational. Furthermore, one can never achieve

perfect health but this does not mean that the goal is irrational to pursue. Utopian goals are

naturally hard to measure progress against. Without knowing what perfect health is, or what the

unified theory is, it is difficult to know if we are on the right track. But the pursuit of utopian

goals is essentially connected to realism and truth in enquiry. In contrast, Laudan abandons truth

altogether and makes progress the singular viúue of enquiry.'02 Success is then simpler to

rìeasure, since progress is the sole criterion.

Another way to put the issue is whether Laudan has the resources to provide forward looking

justification - the purported strength of his account - in that we don't have a sense of which

program will end up being the best problern solver. The success of his pragmatic account

depends on the connection of problern solving ability of a theory at a particular time to the

evenfual judgernents of the problern solving ability of a theory. A realist account could

David Resniþ "Repairing the Reticulated Model of Scientific Rationality," Erkenntnis 40 (7994):349.
Laudan's criticism of realism with respect to goaìs is confusing given his parallel defence of
engaging in a practice when its rules are only partially understood. Criticism of such activity "rests
on the mistaken assumption that one can effectively engage in a practice (like doing empirical
research) only when the rules codifying that practice have alieady been made fully expùcit." 

-Larry

Laudan, Science snd Reløtiaisrn (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1990), p. 96. One
wonders then why it is problematic to pursue goals in an enquiry if they haven't been made fully
explicit.

747.
742.
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potentially solve this problem since the eventual problem solving success of a theory would

follow from the truth of the theory. However, the debate with respect to realism lies beyond the

scope of this paper.

Conclusion

This chapter has made a number of key clairns. First, the nìoves and counter moves made with

respect to the'standard'presentation of the incommensurability thesis are problematic. Strong

versions of the incommensurability thesis are problematic in that they entail implausible essential

problems in meaning translation between theories and they are historically undersupported.

Strong denials of incommensurability are also problematic in that the thesis does point to

particular problerns in theory comparison. The moves and counter rnoves highlighted in chapter

one do nothing but highlight both the plausibility and irnplausibility of the incommensurability

thesis without bringing the debate to any form of resolution.

Second, incommensurability should be recognized not as an essential problem but rather as a

problem of theory comparison at a particular point in time. Theories may lack the resources for

rational theory comparison at one point but this does not mean that the required resources cannot

be developed in the future. Consequently, incommensurabìlity is prirnarily a problern when one

wants to pick a future direction and not as significant a problem with respect to justification after

the fact.

Third, a well grounded account of theory comparison explains how progress is possible fiustifies
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theories in retrospect), and can make pragmatic suggestions with respect to future research

directions in the face of the problems of incommensurability fiustifies theories in advance). In

other words, a robust account of theory comparison needs to provide forward looking and

backward looking standards of theory comparison.

Finally, Laudan and Lakatos'work has been briefly examined to show how they fail to live up to

the above mentioned standards. Both see incommensurability as a problem and attempt to

dissolve it. Laudan's pragmatism addresses forward looking justification in the face in

incommensurability but he fails to distinguish, or he doesn't notice the difference, between this

type and retrospective justification of theories. Lakatos addresses rational retrospective

justification, but he has little to offer in cases where forward looking explanation is required.

Both Laudan and Lakatos make no distinction between the different types ofjustification and for

both of them, what they do address is incornplete.
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lncommensurability and Theology

In this chapter we will be exploring the refined look at incommensurability through an

examination of a case study. And while a case study within the field of science would perhaps

be the most natural choice, we will use an exarnple from the discipline of theology. The

contention here is that theory comparison is an issue not only within science but also in other

disciplines; a particular theology is judged on standards of accountability not unlike those in

science. Consequently an examination of a theological debate can serve to illustrate the themes

developed in the last chapter.

Still, there are difficulties inherent in using a theological debate to illustrate a debate in

philosophy of science. Three of these such difficulties are pro-scientific (or anti-theological)

episternological bias, the characterization of theological progress, and the structure of the

discipline of theology.

First, there is a presumption among scientists and philosophers that scientific theories (however

one characterizes thern) are epistemologically privileged. As a result of this, it is (pragmatically)

problernatic to use a theological case study in that its claims are, by their theological character,

difûcult for scientists and philosophers to accept. The issue is that theological claims seem to be

on more shaky epistemological grounds than the scientific ones. We will represent the claims

that theologians make as accurately as possible and recognize a parallelism in the reasoning used

in both science and theology. If a parallel approach to reasoning exists between the disciplines
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then the use of a theological case study can inform a philosophy of science discussion without

the basic truth clairns of theology becoming an issue. Furthermore, by focusing on textual

interpretations and accounting for history, we will develop a sense of what the observables are

and a sense of what would count as a good theory about these observables in theology.

Consequently, we will exarnine theological debate structurally, exploiting the sirnilarify in

reasoning to illuminate the criteria for theory comparison developed in the last chapter.

Second, especially within the incommensurability debate, any precise account of what scientific

progress amounts to is perhaps contentious. Still, there is a basic intuition that science

progresses (whatever we tnean by progress in the end). Even for a skeptic such a Feyerabend,

the issue is not so much whether science progresses as whether \À/e can characterize such

progress as adhering to set standards. The intuition that science today is more successful than it

was in the past (at least in the broad stroke of history) is strong.

Progress in theology, however, is rnuch more controversial. This is partly due to the lack of

much basic agreement in the field regarding what constitutes a successful theology.ra' As a

result, despite the difficulties presented in the philosophy of science, progress in theology is even

harder to characterize. Difûcult, but not impossible. An initial suggestion (which is consistent

with the works to be presented below) is that theology has as its goal the accurate representation

743- The trend in theology has arguably been to abandon empirical claims to science. It is difficult to say
whether this was the cause or consequence of the fraciuring of the disciplines. The claim here ís
that, whatever the cause, the separatión of science and theolõgy has made-it difficult to characterize
theological progress.
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of God and God's will for us. Such representations are to have their adequacy measured both

against the biblical record and in the context of the history of the interpreting communify. In the

course of working with these lreasures, problems both practical and theoretical will develop.

New information can be found which causes previous biblical interpretations to be revised (Dead

Sea Scrolls for instance). Contemporary social challenges and issues (abortion, war, etc.) present

practical problems which a theology should address. A test of the progressiveness of a particular

theology will involve the solutions to both types of problems.raa

Wrile the existence of God will no doubt be a problem for many philosophers and scientists, the

discussion below will focus more closely on the tests for adequacy than on the existence of God.

An example of such a test would be whether a theology provides an accurate interpretation of the

biblical record. These tests function within theology in a way sirnilar to how tests of ernpirical

adequacy function in science. In other words, progress in theology is functionally sirnilar to

progress in science and can be discussed absent considerations of the existence of God.ra5

One final issue in the use of theology in a discussion of philosophy of science has to do with how

744. It is not suggested here that this is the only way that theology can be (or has been) characterized.
This formulation of the goals of the discipline are consistent with the theologies to be presented and
it is helpful in establishing the existence of parallel reasoning in science and theology.

745. It may appear that I am here making idealist claims myself, since I am 'avoiding' the central realist
claims that theology makes. (It doesn't matter if God exists. As long as theology and science use
parallel reasoning, the cross disciplinary use of a theological case study is justified). However, the
claim here is but that cross evaluation of the realist claims in theology and science (ex regarding the
existence of God) are important but beyond the scope of what I am attempting. The issue at present
is not the status of competing realist claims but rather how such claims function within the
respective disciplines but this is does not imply that the status of such claims is not itself an
important issue.
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theology understands itself. The language of incommensurability is couched in terms of 'theory.'

The issue of what a theory is (and what it contains) in science is again contentious in the details

but in broad strokes it is relatively shaightforward. Theology is harder to compartmentalize in

tenns of theories. While a'theology'does function like a theory in science, the similarity is not

exact. Science and philosophy of science are themselves understood to be separate disciplines

with separate roles (one is a practical discipline where the other is concerned with reflection on

practice). In theology, the roles of the practical and the reflective are combined rnore directly

than they are in the scientific world.raó This is not to say that a theology is not similar to a theory

in science but rather that the connection, or parallel, lnay not be irnrnediately apparent.

In general, rough, preliminary terms then, the parallels between scientific and theological enquiry

are as follows: first, God's will in theology functions as unobservables do in science. Second,

the entire revelation of God to hurnanity, primarily the biblical record, functions as observables

do in science.'ot The data requiring explanation is then not sirnply the biblical record but also

includes contemporary issues arising in the Christian church. In each discipline then, theories or

theologies are developed to make the best sense of the observables.

746. It is not-suggested here that practice and reflection are completely separate in scientific enquiry.
Rather, the claim is that they are more connected in theology than they typically are in science.

747. While it may seem problematic to speak of God's revelation as an observable, the Christian
contention is that the biblical record, while the primary record of such revelation, is not the
exclusive such record. To speak then of God's revelation is to say that God is an active agent in
human history. This in no way diminishes the associated Christian claim that the biblical reiord is
the clearest and most direct account of God's revelation- It is also true that it is difficult to
determine or properly characterize God's revelaiion - whether expressed in the Bible or elsewhere.
But this is not structuraìly a worse problem for theology thañ the proper characterization of
observables is in scientific enquiry.
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Theological and Historical Background

In this chapter we will be exarnining a theological debate between James Reimer and Denny

Weaver, two contemporary Mennonite theologians. But in order to make the discussion clear,

we will first briefly go over some of the important theological and historical background to this

debate. This background would be acknowledged by both as generally accurate, so it forms both

an introduction to further discussion and an indication of where the common grounds between

the two lie. The four important areas of theological and historical background are the early

church, the role of the Emperor, the church council at Nicea, and the history of the Anabaptist

rnovement.

Early Church

By the early church, we tnean the Christian church as it existed soon after the time of Jesus and

before the church became accepted in Rome (roughly 33-31 I A.D.). The church in this period

existed independently of the Roman power structure. The church began with a largely Jewish

organizational structure and while this slowly changed in this period - as more and more Gentiles

became Christians - the vision of the church as a rival to the pagan Roman society remained

constant. Much of this Christian distinctiveness was enforced as Christians had to fear

persecution and were barred from places of influence in Roman society. Still, this separateness

from the state was understood to be part of what Jesus had called the church to be.ra8

748- See Christopher Rowland, Christiøn Origitts (London: Cambridge University Press,1985).
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Con stantine/ Constant¡n ¡an Shift

Constantine seized power as emperor in a decisive battle by the Milvian bridge in 31 l. Prior to

the battle he had a vision of the cross with the words "by this sign you will conquer." He took

this to be an endorsement of his bid for power by the Christian god. One of his first acts, then,

after his victory was to legalize Christianity, end persecution, and retum property that had been

seized. He went on to fund building projects in Christian holy places (his mother travelled to

Jerusalem and established the now traditional sites of Jesus'birth, death, and resurrection).

Constantine's actions turned the understanding of the church prevalent before his time on its

head. The church had understood itself as a competing social vision to the rest of society, but

after Constantine the church made itself subservient to the interests of the state.rae So the issue

after Constantine is whether the church can function as a critic of the state if its interests are tied

in now with the success of the state (in ways absent in the first centuries of the church). The tie

between church and state which began with Constantine continued in the middle ages as the

church again and again understood itself in a socially conservative role.'to

Nicea

Once Christianify was legalized the church began to sort out doctrinal differences which had

previously been less significant. The council at Nicea was called in an effort to sort out,

It is ciear from a brief examination of the history that this analysis is somewhat simplistic -
Constantine himself was not solely responsible for all the changes here attributed to him - suffice it
to say that he was the foremost person in a process that took much longer.
See John Howard Yoder, The Royal Priesthood (Scottdale: Herald Press, 1998). See also Henry
Chadwick, The EørIy Church (London: Penguin Books, 1967).

149.

1s0.
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systematically, what Christian belief entailed. As a previously persecuted movement there had

grown a wide variety in belief (rnuch greater than exists today) as there were no resources in

place to resolve differences. Also, in their exposure to the Roman world, many Christians saw

the need to express basic beliefs in categories and terms which the wider neo-Hellenistic world

could understand. This led to various disagreements over who Jesus was. Some groups saw

Jesus as a human, endorsed by God but of a different ontological order. Others saw Jesus as God

and denied his humanity (including the veracity of the various Gospel narratives). The council

of church leaders at Nicea settled on a description of Jesus as fully human and fully divine and

developed an orthodox Trinitarian ontology (one God with three'parts') which has been

foundational for Christians through most of their history.'51

Anabaptism

Anabaptisrn \ /as an offshoot of the Refonnation movement in the l6th Century. Anabaptists (re-

baptizers) are difficult to characterize sirnply but generally saw themselves as enacting the

principles of the Reformation lrore fully than the mainline reformers (they are sornetimes called

the radical reformation). They understood themselves as recovering a vision of the Christianity

of the early church (freed from state control). Anabaptists were persecuted by the mainline

churches from their beginning and have migrated to find places where they can practice their

beliefs without interference. Pacifisrn and the baptizing of adults have been two distinctive

marks of Anabaptisrn throughout their history.ì52

151. See Henry Chadwick, The Earh¡ Church.
I52. See Comelius Dyck, ed., An Itttroduction to Merutonite Hístory (Scottdale: Herald Press, 1981) and C.

Arnold Snyder Anabaptist History and Theology: An lntroducúior (Kitchener: Pandora Press, 1995).
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The Debate

The debate between Reimer and Weaver begins in 1983 with an article Reimer published in 1983

titled "The Nature and Possibility of a Mennonite Theology."r53 In this article he argues that

tnodern Mennonite theology has uncritically accepted modem assumptions regarding

historicisrn.'tt Such theology has understood Christian claims in the context of the Mennonite

and larger Christian story but Reimer questions whether a historical theology is sufficient to

articulate God's will. His asserts that the focus of the Mennonites on history has cost them a

meaningful ground frorn which to make clairns about Christianity. Mennonites need to work at

systernatic theology based on universal truth in order to both ground their particular claims about

the Christian life and in order to have productive ecumenical conversation. "Systematic

theology, tnuch like traditional philosophy, is by definition conceffted with questions concerning

the whole, with a compulsion to bring some kind of order into all of human experience."rss

Consequently, a key concern for Reimer is theological scope which is needed to both explain

where Mennonites have been successful in the past and allow for future progress.

What would such a systematic theology include? Throughout his work, Reimer has consistently

called for Mennonites to ground their work in the trinitarian, orthodox theology of the Catholic

153. A. James Reimer, "The Nature and Possibility of a Mennonite Theology," The Conrad Grebet
1:1 (1983):33-56.

754- It should be noted here that Reimer's undercuts his critique of historicism with his other
There is thus a question of consistency which will not be directly addressed here.

155. A. |ames Reimer, Mennonites and Clossical Theology: Dogmatic Foundations for Christian
(Kitchener: Pandora Press, 2001), p.193.

Reuietu

claims.

Ethics
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church rather than in the historical particularity of Mennonite history. It is irnportant to note that

the continuity he claims with orthodoxy (somewhat surprising for a Mennonite theologian)

comes not from any desire to set aside areas of standard Mennonite interest (pacifism etc.) but

rather from the desire to place the 'Mennonite distinctives' on a sound ideological foundation.

Mennonites have displayed a problematic anti-doctrinal bias in their theological thinking but the

existence of many Mennonite confessions of faith gives Reirner cause to hope in that he sees it as

tirne that Mennonites lnove beyond their sectarian past.r56 Reimer recognizes that a theology

which focuses on the universal categories of truth faces the danger of devaluing particular ethical

concerns, but he maintains that a recognition of the universal character of the orthodox tradition

properly grounds all theological work (frorn any historical perspective). Right belief is, for

Reimer, the ground for right action.

Trinitarian orthodoxy arose out of the confrontation of the Hebraic biblical tradition with the

philosophical understanding of the Greek world. The early Christian tradition needed to adapt to

meet the challenge of Greek universal thought.r5i For Reimer, Mennonites should not understand

themselves as historically distinct; "We are first and foremost Christians engaged in Chdstian

theological reflection."'tt This means that there isn't a radical discontinuity with the orthodox

156. See A. |ames Reimer, "The Theological Framework for ihe Authority of the Scriptures," The Conrad
Grebel Reaiew 4:2 (7986):132 and A. James Reimer, "Toward Christian Theology from a Diversity of
Mennonite Perspectives," The Conrad Grebel Reuiew 6:2 (7988):747-760 and A. James Reimer, "How
Modern Should^Theology Be? The Nature and Agenda of Contemporary Theology," in The Church
as Theological Community: Essays in Honour of Daaid Schroeder, ed. Harry Huebner (Winnipeg: CMBC
Publications, 7989), pp. 77 7 -798.

757- A. James Reimer, "Doctrines: What are They, How do They Function, and Why do We Need
Them?" The Conrad Grebel Reaiew 77:7 (7993):28.

158. Reimer, "Toward Christian Theology from a Diversity of Mennonite Perspectives," p. 747. In a later
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tradition in that they are engaged in the same task or project.

I propose that Christian theology might most fruitfully perceive its role in the University
apologetically - that is reflecting critically upon itself, seeking to determine the truth about
itself and its responsibilities in the contemporary world, and giving rational account of itself
in the public arena of intellectual debate, that is, a post-modern apologetic.'"

This engagement in the public arena is what led to the orthodox trinitarian account of

Christianity. In response to growth within the Greek/Rornan world the orthodox doctrines were

developed which connect the life of Jesus to universal truths about reality. This development

began in the early church, and was understood to be necessary, even before the New Testament

was canonized (long before the tirne of Constantine).r60 ln fact, Reimer clairns that the language

of the trinitarian doctrines naturally follows frorn the Christian texts.r6r "What occurred was not

a comrption of the original message, but an unfolding and development of the ontological

irnplications of that message."r62

The significance of the doctrines lies is their ability to ground theological discussion. Reimer

considers the modern intractability of theological debate to be due to the loss of a transcendent

article he also states that he is a Christian first and a Mennonite second. See A. James Reimer,
"Christian Theology and the University: Methodological Issues Reconsidered," The Conrad Grebel
Reaiew 9:3 (1997):223.

159. A. James Reimer, "Christian Theology and the University: Methodological Issues Reconsidered,"
The Conrad Grebel Reuiezu 9:3 (1991):238.

760. A. James Reimer, "Doctrines: What are They, How do They Function, and Why do We Need
Them?" The Conrad Grebel Reuiezu 71.:7 (7993):22.

767. See Reimer, "Toward Christian Theology from a Diversity of Mennonite Perspectives," p. 155 and
Reimer, "Doctrines: What are They, How do They Function, and Why do We Need Them?" p.22.

762. A. James Reimer, Mennonites and Classical Theology: Dogmøtic Foundøtions for Christíøn Ethics,
(Kitchener: Pandora Press, 2001), p.264.
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foundation for truth. Historicist theologies essentially relativize theological claims. What the

early orthodox creeds, such as the one developed at Nicea, do is ground theological claims in the

ontological nature of God. This allows for both appropriate grounding of particular theological

claims and the means by which productive theological discussion can obtain.

One dare not take these specific creeds with their paficular formulations as normative in any
absolute sense, or as superseding the authority of the "scripture principle"; nevertheless, there
is a genre of theological thinking inherent in this creedal tradition which takes "sound
doctrine" and "right thinking (orthodoxy)" with utmost seriousness. Intrinsic to this
dogmatic tradition is a trinitarian hermeneutical scheme which places emphasis on God's
threefold being and work: God as transcendent creator, God as historic ¡edeemer, and God as
dynamic immanent spirit, which in my view takes on a norrnative quality in the task of
hármeneutics.to3

Doctrines in general contain what the church believes and teaches to be true. They are then not

truth themselves but rather rnodels for expressing truth.r6a Reimer's concem is that if one denies

the validity of doctrines in general, and the early church doctrines in particular, then one will be

left with insufficient resources to express basic Christian unity; without a ground for theological

discussion we cannot expect to resolve theological debate.'65 The doctrinal tradition can be, and

has been at times, legalistic but Reimer denies that this has to be the case: doctrines fonn but the

context (and not content) of theological reflection.

Weaver first responds to Reimer in 1984 in an article entitled "Perspectives on a Mennonite

763. A. James Reimer, "The Theological Framework
Grebel Reaiew, 4:2 (1986):739.

1.64. Reimer, "Doctrines: What are They, How do They
1,65. Ibid.,p.32.

for the Authority of the Scriptures," The Conrød

Function, and Why do We Need Them?" p.24.
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Theology."'6ó In this article Weaver acknowledges that Reimer is committed to traditional

Mennonite distinctive emphases but he denies that the moves Reimer makes are necessary. For

Weaver, the Jesus narratives in the gospels clearly enough identiff who he was and indicate a

way of life which Christians should follow. Understanding Christianity as away of life is more

important than clariffing concerns raised by Greek thought.'67 Trinitarian thinking does not tell

us enough about who Jesus was in that it ignores what Jesus did between his birth and death/

resurrection.

Weaver then is clearly far more suspicious of the influence of Greek thinking than is Reirner. He

denies that we need the orthodox tradition at all. Weaver proposes an alternative theological

stance to the orthodox account which has the following characteristics: first, the most clear

representation of God's will is in the story of Jesus. Second, Jesus'resurrection is the final act -

nothing can come later which is more significant. Third, the church is the community which

seeks to enact the teachings of Jesus. Finally, beginning theology with story means recognizing

that Christians are called to represent an altemative social order to the dominant non-Christian

social structure. The cornmitment to pacifisrn is central to this representation since it plays such

alarge role in Jesus' teachings and it calls us to a different way to interact with the world.'ó8

766. J. Denny Weaver, "Perspectives on a Mennonite Theology," The Conrad Grebel Reuiezu,2:3 (7984):
789-270.

767. Ibid., p.794.
168. ]. Denny Weaver, "Mennonites: Theology, Peace, and Identity," The Conrad Grebel Reaiezo 6:2 (7988):

726-738.
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Consequently, Weaver understands that the essence of Christianity was lost in the fourth century

when its leaders abandoned Christian distinctiveness in favour of subordinating themselves to

imperial Rome. This sell out or comrpted Christian church continued until the reformation when

the Anabaptist/I4ennonite tradition was able to recover the distinctiveness of the early pre-

Constantinian church. Thus, for Weaver there are two competing Christian stories: the orthodox

tradition which begins with Constantine and continues through the orthodox churches, and the

early church vision which was lost after Constantine and only recovered by the radical

refonnation. The difference between them is precisely in how they understand the life of Jesus,

"One fstory] assurnes that Jesus is nonnative for the Christian life, the other does not."róe The

difference involves an essentially different way of understanding both Jesus and the biblical

record. Weaver agrees with Reirner in that theology should be grounded but he disagrees with

respect to the nature of the ground.

The changes brought about by Constantine and his successors are a stark challenge to Reimer's

understanding of theology. Constantine's legalization of Christianity brought about, in time, a

union between the church and the state. When Christianity was a persecuted religion it was

naturally straightforward for Christians to understand themselves (in tenns of both their interests

and their ideology) as distinct from the state. After the legalization, there was both a natural

gratirude towards the emperor which left him less vulnerable to criticism and a general

increasing stake of Christianity in the success and stability of the ernpire. Constantine called the

169. Ibid., p. 139.
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council at Nicea and participated in it. Thus, one can question whether the creed arising frorn the

council expresses clear and distinct biblically based theology or whether it was essentially

clouded by imperial interests.rt0 According to Weaver, this clouding meant that the church could

no longer witness to society as an alternative.ril

This clouding is perhaps made apparent by the lack of ethical content in the creed at Nicea (and

subsequent formulations). The creeds assert ontological claims about the nafure of God, Jesus

and the Holy Spirit but say nothing about the life of Jesus and how his teachings and ethical

example are relevant for Christians. "It was the different ecclesiology of the Constantinian

church, for which Jesus was no longer nomative, which allowed the church's statements about

Jesus to shift frorn the narratives of the gospels to the generic, philosophical categories of the

fourth and fifth centuries."rtt One can assert that the lack of ethical content in the creeds is

indicative of an accomrnodation to imperial powers. In any event, Weaver wonders how the

doctrines can fonn a basis for ethics when they themselves have no ethical content.rT3

But Reimer denies that the creeds are essentially problematic: first, creeds are the beginning

170. See J. Denny Weaver, "Theology in the Mirror of the Oppressed: Reflections on the Intersections of
Yoder and Cone," in The Wisdom of the Cross - Essays in Honor of John Hozuard Yoder, ed. Stanley
Hauerwas et. al., (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Co-,7999), pp. 409 - 429.

771,. The loss of pacifism in the mainstream Christian church after Constantine is taken by Weaver as a
sign that the church now served to sustain society rather than be an alternative to it. See J. Denny
Weaver, "Narrative Theology in an Anabaptist-Mennonite Context," The Conrad Grebel Reaieu 72:2
(7994):775.

772. J. Denny Weaver, "Responses - J. Denny Weaver to A. ]ames Reimer and Thomas Finger," The
Conrad Grebel Reuiew 7:7 (7989):76.

773. J. Denny Weaver, "The General versus the Particular: Exploring Assumptions in 20th Century
Mennonite Theologizin Bl' The Conrød Grebel Reaiezu 77:2 (7999): 37 -
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point for ethics, the structure required for them. Since creedal formations are basic staternents of

what a church believes and show the relationship of ethical clairns to other key theological

claims, the ethical contentof atheology shouldbe expressed in creedal tenns. Weaveris thus

mistaken in his ethical content requirement since Reimer's call is to the structure, and not

content, of theology: the lack of ethical content in any particular creed does not show that all

creeds must lack such content. Absent such a structure Reimer's concern is that ethical claims

have no force. Furthermore, the influence of Greek thought was not negative.rTa In the encounter

between Jewish and Greek cuhure "a distinctive Christian doctrine of God emerged that is

foundational for later Christian thought and ethics."r75

Second, Reimer questions the connection between the irnperialization of the church and the

events at the early church councils. Yes, there are problerns in the tirne period but it would be a

mistake to demonize the whole era on this account.'t6 It is questionable how close the tie was

since the position which Constantine had backed at Nicea was defeated.'7t The council opted for

the account which was rrore biblical than the alternatives. Thus, Reimer claims that orthodoxy

774. A. James Reimer, "Mennonites, Christ, and Culture: The Yoder Legacy," The Conrød Grebel Reaiew
76:2 (1998):9.

775. A. ]ames Reimer, "Theological Orthodoxy and Jewish Christianity: A Personal Tribute to John
Howard Yoder," in The Wisdom of the Cross - Essays in Honor of John Howard Yoder, ed. Stanley
Hauerwas et. al., (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Co.,7999), p.436.

176. A. |ames Reimer, Mennonítes and Classical Theology: Dogmatic Foundatíons for Christiøn Ethics
(Kitchener: Pandora Press,2001), p.284. See also A. james Reimer, "Mennonites, Christ, and
Culture: The Yoder Legacy," The Conrad Grebel Reaiew 76.2 (7998):9-73.

1'77. Reimer, Mennonites ønd Classical Theology: Dogmatic Foundations for Christian Ethics, pp.264-268. In
the same section Reimer argues that Constantine had a more minor role at the councils than is
popularly assumed.
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can serve to effectively criticize the connection of state and church.ri8

Both Reimer and Weaver call for changes in Mennonite theology.'te But whereas Reimer wants

Mennonites to ground their theological understanding wholly within the orthodox tradition,

Weaver wants Mennonites to explicitly recognize that they constitute an altemative sociefy. For

Weaver, Mennonite distinctiveness is essential.r80 "In my judgement, Reimer has still not

recognized the way in which his suggestion of an approach to theology for Mennonites undercuts

the very tradition he wants to strengthen by calling for a renewed theology."rsr Historical

contingency has defined Mennonites as culturally distinctive but Weaver wants to rnake this

cultural distinctiveness theologically central.

The heart of the issue for modern, Anabaptist, believers churches is contained in the
question, do the modern descendants of Anabaptism want to be a distinct church that poses
an alternative social order to the structures and systems of the world, or a church that blends
into and expresses itself through the systems and structures of the world?r82

When Mennonite people or Mennonite groups have lost their identity as Mennonites, it has
been not primarily because they adopted a new view of the Bible or reversed their position
on baptism of adults, but rather because they have abandoned the idea that the church is an
alternative to, rather than, an integral part of the majority society.'t3

1.78. Reimer, "Theological Orthodoxy and Jewish Christianity," p.438. In fact he suggests that one of the
reasons the orthodox tradition asserted itself in the time of Constantine was to function as a such a
critique.

779. "First, I want to express my strong agreement with Reimer's general concern that Mennonites need
to give more attention to doctrine, that is to correct thinking about theology." ]. Denny Weaver,
"Responses - J. Denny Weaver to A. James Reimer and Thomas Finger," The Conrad Grebel Reoiezo 7:7
(1.989):7a.

180. He argues that Mennonites have always implicitly understood this to be true. See J. Denny Weaver,
"Men¡ronites: Theology, Peace, and Identity )' The Conrad Grebel Reuiezu 6:2 (7988): 779-746.

18i. Weaver, "Responses - J. Denny Weaver to A. James Reimer and Thomas Finger," p. 75.
782. J. Denny Weaver, "The Anabaptist Vision: a historical or a Theological Future?" The Conrad Grebet

Reaiew 13:1 (1995): 84.

183. j. Denny Weaver, Becoming Anabaptist (Scottdale: Herald Press, 1987),p.23.
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Rather than Reimer's systematic theology, Weaver uses narrative since it better preserves

Mennonite distinctiveness. The gospel narratives mark the connections of Jesus with God the

creator and the Holy Spirit (better than do the doctrines) in such a way that the emphasis on

following Jesus' teachings is not lost. To accept Jesus is to place oneself into the narrative.rsa

Furthermore, Weaver calls us to use the Jesus narratives, and not the orthodox doctrines, to

compare the worth of rival theologies. The truth of Christianity comes out in the particularity of

the story and not in any abstract fonnulation - he proposes that general systematic theology be

abandoned.'tt In other words, Reimer's project to ground theology in the Greek thought

derivative doctrines cannot be successful - there are no a priori starting points. "The first point to

make is that there is no neutral point from which to observe and compare the various traditions

and the religious claims about that realify."r86 Seeking comlnonality with other religious

traditions would entail an inevitable watering down of essential beliefs.rsT

784. J. Denny Weaver, "Narrative Theology in an Anabaptist-Mennonite Context," The Conrød Grebel
Reaiezu 72:2 (799 4) : 77 5.

185. J. Denny Weaver, "The General versus the Particuiar: Exploring Assumptions in 20th Century
Menrronite Theologizingl' The Conrad Grebel Reuietu 17:2 (1,999):28-57.

786. Weaver, "Narrative Theology in an Anabaptist-Mennonite Context," p. 185.

787. An interesting side issue is with respect to Mennonite history. The prevalent historical
understanding of Anabaptists had been that they were united under a common theology. Recent
scholarship by historians has challenged that claim and shown that early Anabaptists were more
theologically diverse (even with respect to pacifism) than had previously been assumed (see C.
Arnold Snyder, Anabaptist History and Theology: An Introducfion (Kitchener: Pandora Press, 1995)).
Weaver accuses Snyder, one such historian, of undermining Meruronite/Anabaptist distinctiveness
by failing to define Anabaptists exclusively through their theological commitments. Weaver wants
the historians to focus on what makes Mermonites different and not on what they share with others
(see J. Denny Weaver, "Sixteenth-Century Anabaptism: A Vision Valid for the Twentieth Century?"
The Conrad Grebel Reuisut 8:1 (1990): 77-81,). Snyder points out, however, that there were Anabaptists
who denied pacifism: Weaver is on historically problematic grounds (see C. Arnold Snyder, "A
response by Amold Snyder," The Conrad Grebel Reaiezu 13:1 (1995): 270-275). Pacifism in early
Anabaptism was an undecided issue so one can't include it in an account of early Anabaptist
distinctiveness (see C. Arnold Snyder, "History or Herasy?'' The Conrød Grebel Reaiew 76:7 (7998):
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However, Reimer claims that Mennonites risk irrelevancy if they lapse into a relativistic-

historical stance on Christian theology. Mennonites do not have an inherently privileged

interpretation of what proper Christian theology is. Mennonites stand not as an alternative to,

but at the centre of the classical Christian tradition. The theological stress for Mennonites has

always been on ethics, but Reimer claims that an ungrounded account of ethics is tenuous.

Weaver disagrees: "Accepting Jesus as defined by story does not reduce the gospel and Christian

commitment to ethics, but it does make clear that ethics is intrinsic to the gospel and an inherent

dimension of what it means to accept Jesus as Lord."r88 But Reimer is concemed that Weaver's

narrative approach reduces the gospel to ethics and leaves the church unable to comment on

other issues.

... there is a sense in which a theology that begins and ends with a jesus-ethic of nonviolent
love cannot fully account for the irrational depths of evil and suffering in the world which are
also mysteriously in the hands of God and can be used for divine purposes.'n'

The Jesus narratives do not clariff enough of the important issues. "An autonomous, self-

53-59). Again, what drives Weaver's criticism is that Snyder's version of historical explanation
seeks commonality among the cultural community at the eipense of watering down the normative
narrative which lay behind it (see J. Denny Weaver, "Reading Sixteenth-Century Anabaptism
Theologically: Implications for Modern Mermonites as a Peace Church," The Conrad Grebel Reaiew
16:1 (1998): 37-53).

188. J. Denny Weaver, "Narrative Theology in an Anabaptist-Mennonite Context," The Conrad Grebel
Reaieu 72:2 (7994): 775. See also J. Denny Weaver, "Responses - ]. Denny Weaver to A. James
Reimer and Thomas Finger," The Conrad Grebel Reaieu¡ 7:1 (1989):78.

189. A. James Reimer, "Mennonites, Christ, and Culture: The Yoder Legacy," The Conrad Grebel Reuiezu
76.,2 (7998):14. See also A, James Reimer, Mennonites qnd Classicøl Theology: Dogmatic Foundations for
Christiøn Efhics (Kitchener: Pandora Press, 2007), pp.247-250.
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grounded ethic is capricious and ultimately vulnerable to the vagaries of human convention,

political corectness and false anthropologies."re0 If the Jesus narrative is the sole normative

account then we lack the resources to explain how Jesus is connected to God the creator

(especially with respect to the Old Testament where God frequently acts violently) and how

Jesus is connected to how we experience God today through the Holy Spirit.rer Reimer is a

comrnitted pacifist but he wants our pacifist convictions to be grounded in an appropriate

doctrine of God in order that it has both explanatory scope and justification.

There has been no acknowledged resolution in the literature to this debate; the discussion

occurred primarily in the Conrad Grebel Review frorn 1983 off and on until 1999 after which no

further articles on the topic by Reimer or Weaver can be found there.

Commentary

Many issues arise in this debate, both rnajor and minor: first, both Reimer and'Weaver disagree

on the historical events regarding the early church councils. Specifically, Reimer claims that the

councils were not essentially connected to the impenalization of the church and Weaver clairns

that they were. Second, while they agree on the importance of the Jesus narratives to Christian

theology, Reimer claims that these narratives lack the required comprehensiveness to function as

the sole guide to Christian theology (for Reirner the Jesus narratives are a'necessary condition'

190. A. James Reimer, Mennonites and Classical Theology:
(Kitchener: Pandora Press, 2001), p. 15.

797- A. James Reimer, "Toward Christian Theology from a
Conrad Grebel Reaiezu 6:2 (7988):755.

Dogmatic Foundations for Christian Ethics

Diversity of Mennonite Perspectives," The
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for theology but for Weaver they are a 'sufficient condition'). Finally, and most significantly,

they differ on their understandings of how theological progress obtains. For Weaver, there is no

v/ay to understand, appreciate, or colnprehend what Christian theology should contain apart from

placing oneself inside the Jesus' naratives.rnt For Reimer, doctrinal theology, which though

influenced by historical particularities is largely independent of them, is the best guide to

theological progress.

In the language of the last chapter, Reirner and Weaver both see the need for backward looking

justification (of where previous theologies have gone wrong in tenns of what we now

understand and how the curent claims are an improvement) and forward looking justification

(how suited theological clairns are to meet future challenges). They differ in their respective

accounts of these explanations but they both would accept the need for such explanations as

central.

How could such a debate be resolved2ter 4 detailed historical examination of the events at

Nicea, for instance, could likely establish how involved Constantine was in its outcome and the

extent to which church leaders compromised to accommodate the empire. But such a study

792- He does not use explicit Wittgensteinian language but it appears clear that he would be comfortable
with the 'ways of life' or 'language game' categories. And of course Weaver's claims are implicitly
con¡rected to Kuhn's 'paradigms' or Maclntyre's 'traditions' (the connection to Maclntyre is likely
the most direct of the three).

193. It is important to put the question this way since neither Reimer nor Weaver show any sign of
modifying their claims and the abandonment of the discussion likely demonstrates a weariness on
both sides of repeating the same arguments.
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would be difficult in that the imperialization to which Weaver refers was a process that sirnply

began with Constantine - he could always argue that even if Nicea was not the prime example, it

began a process of imperialization that cuhninated in the Middle Ages. If such a study showed

that Constantine was essentially involved with the outcome at Nicea, Reimer will likely be able

to find a representative minority who opposed Constantine and the irnperialization of the church

while still upholding the fidelity of the creeds.

The debate would be diffrcult to resolve through historical study, but it would still be worth

investigating, since it rnay cause one or the other to substantially revise their views. Both

Reimer and Weaver claim to have told the history accurately, and both implicitly clairn that

accurate historical analysis is a crucial test for theology, and thus neither can afford to be

indifferent to it. Still, as clairned above, there are reasons to doubt whether historical study

would bring substantial resolution to the debate. Both acknowledge that the imperialization of

the church was problematic but they disagree regarding the complicity of the doctrines in it. But

the irnplications of their disagreernent have more to do with the future direction of theology than

with the accurate representation of history. In other words, no matter which account a detailed

historical study would support, the clairns of the other would remain (though perhaps revised).

This is not to say that the history is irelevant but rather that it is a secondary issue.'eo

794. it would be interesting to explore how the assumptions of both Weaver and Reimer colour their
historical claims - whether there is any sense in speaking of a true history - but this lies outside the
scope of this work. Suffice it to say here that the issue that separates them isn't primarily historical.
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The question of the comprehensiveness of the Jesus narratives would also be difñcult to resolve

but a useful test to apply to both Reimer's and Weaver's work. Reimer's implicit challenge to

Weaver is to find away to account for a breadth of theological topics from the Jesus narratives

alone. There has certainly been theological conversation which has not been explicitly based on

the Jesus narratives, including not only Christian interpretations of the character of God in the

Old Testament but also the relationship of Christianity to Judaism and Greek philosophy.

Weaver's account should be able to explain the connections and the lack of connections between

the Jesus narratives and these other factors.

Weaver could attempt to maintain consistency here by denying relevance to anything his account

can't explain. For instance, if the Jesus narratives don't explain the God of the Old Testament,

then the Old Testament is irrelevant. But this would be a problematic ad hoc rrove. He would

then be on shaky textual grounds (the New Testament is full of expressions of continuity with the

Old), but notwithstanding this concern he would be saving consistency at the price of

explanatory power. He could atternpt to show that the Old Testament is irrelevant but to define

any factor he can't explain as irrelevant is an inherently problernatic move.

Fortunately he does neither. Weaver believes that the Jesus narratives lived out in the

community of believers (the church) are sufficient to meet all theological challenges and that

there is no need to go beyond. He denies, for instance, that we need to resort to ontology to
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maintain the reality of God in the world (one of Reimer's concerns).'nt The question then is

whether Weaver's claim here is successful.

What is at stake here is the scope of theological relevance. If Reimer can explain the connection

of his theology to other branches, and even to Judaism, then his account has a wide scope.

Weaver's theological interests are effectively narrow and this limits his theology. He is quick to

dismiss the influence of Greek thought and the entire orthodox tradition but whereas he claims

this is due to the corresponding loss of the original narrative vision of Christianity, it appears

also possible that Weaver's account lacks the resources to comment on these factors in anything

more than a perfunctory way. Furthennore, the dismissal wholesale of the mainline Christian

church between the 4th and 16th centuries is implausible.'e6 There must be links and

continuities, as well as points of disagreement, between that church and the narrative to which

Weaver calls Mennonites since despite the differences between them they are ostensibly

involved in the same general project (they share common primary texts and share a largely

common history). Lacking the resources to explain these links - he denies that there are any

particular points of continuity between the Mennonites and Orthodoxy - Weaver's account is

vulnerable.

There are of course important differences in how the two have interpreted and understood what

1.95. j. Denny Weaver, "Perspectives on a Mennonite Theology)' The Conrad Grebel Reuiew 2:3 (1984):794.

796. It is worth noting here that Reimer's expressions of continuity with the mainline tradition actually
make him more of a historicist than Weaver (despite his disavowals of the term).
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Christians should accept and what the church should be like. But Reimer's account can say lnore

about the nafure of both the disagreements and the similarities. Weaver, in his dismissal of the

orthodox tradition, cannot explain either the points of disagreement or agreement since he

effectively denies that the orthodox tradition is engaged in the same task as are the Anabaptists.

The only suggestion that Weaver can make to a member of the Orthodox tradition is to join the

Mennonite church since the mark of Christian faithfulness is for him solely determined by

rnembership in the community represented by the Anabaptists, a community which embodies the

Jesus narratives.reT In other words, the only criticism Weaver can make of other Christian

traditions is to disrniss thern wholesale since the various Christian branches have a holistic nature

which needs to be respected (one can't reject simply a part).

Weaver could clairn this lack of explanatory power as a victory rather than a loss, but this would

be a problernatic view in that it is irnplausible to suppose that the various Christian groups are

engaged in separate enterprises since again they claim colnmon primary texts and a common

history. If Weaver is to be accepted here then Mennonite/Catholic dialogue is of the same type

as Mennonite/Buddhist dialogue.

The points raised so far are parallel to the call for backwards looking explanation in the last

chapter. Both historical analysis and the ability to explain continuities and the lack of

797. He resists ultimate principles in the sense that it binds the church to the Greek tradition (which he
sees as a problematic compromise) - he doesn't have a problem with them if they come from the
biblical record. The disagreement with respect to principles is with respect to the Greek/Roman
influence on the church.
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continuities with other theologies are key tasks which a theology should perfonn in order to

account for rational progress in theology. Likewise in scientific practice one needs to be able to

explain where other attempts have been both successful and unsuccessful, rooted in an accurate

historical account, in order tojustify a particular theory as progress.

Reimer's theology has a much greater ability to explain continuities with other Christian

theologies both today and in the past. Whether he is successful is one question but he is

attempting, and has the resources to explain more than Weaver can. The concern is whether

Reimer can hold to a true account, as his suggestions are prirnarily structural. He proposed a

return to doctrines sirnply because that structure is superior to others, but Weaver would see that

structure as essentially conservative (maintaining status quo) rather than truth seeking. While

Reimer's approach has the greater ability to explain points both of continuily and discontinuity

between Mennonite theology and other theologies, it is unclear whether Reimer's approach can

result in more than a conservative response to issues. The concern here, though not expressed

directly by Weaver, is that Reimer is overly focused on backwards looking explanation at the

cost of an impoverished account of future directions.

The prirnary issue which divides Reimer and Weaver is the nature of theological progress.

Weaver claims that the truth of the faithful Christian life lies in the living of it and that such lives

are sufficient to meet theological challenges. Doctrinal theologies are abstractions frorn the

narratives they (irnplicitly or explicitly) represent and there is no non-question begging way of
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resolving disputes between them. All one can do is join one story or the other. Reimer, on the

other hand, denies that we are essentially barred from resolving theological differences even

between groups of differing historical backgrounds. Theological progress is not, for Reimer,

rnediated through narrative but through clairns regarding the nafure of God and God's creation.

While careful not to fall into a naively optirnistic epistemology, Reirner believes that theological

progress is not essentially limited by historical particularities. Both acknowledge the need for

theology to meet fufure problems but they disagree on the appropriate path to meet them. The

question is which theology has the resources to meet these problelns successfully.

For example, both Reimer and Weaver agree that a key aspect of Christianity is pacifisrn.

Reimer believes that the Mennonite focus on pacifisrn can only be rationally maintained if it can

be expressed through the categories of doctrinal orthodoxy. Weaver sees this lnove as

essentially compromising; it dirninishes the centralily of pacifism since it is not a shared position

with the orthodox tradition. Weaver believes that the cornmitment to pacifism needs a

cornmunity, and not doctrines, to sustain it. Reirner understands this move as essentially

sectarian and entailing the irrelevancy of pacifism to Christianity beyond the Mennonite

tradition.

As Kuhn has shown, paradigms have an integrity which goes beyond the claims of their

particular theories. For instance, claims of rival paradigrns can be rejected on coherence or

holistic grounds. Whether one accepts Kuhn's (and Feyerabend's) more radical claims regarding
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semantic holisrn, it is clear that coherence issues play a role in and make forward looking theory

comparison difficult.re8 There is often resistance to clairns of rival paradigrns since they don't'fit'

well with other existing claims. For instance, there was resistance to Einstein's work initially

since his claims didn't fit well with the existing Newtonian system. Kuhn has shown that

progress sometimes requires radical breaks which may appear to lack coherence (under the old

paradigm). If one (mistakenly) denies that radical breaks in coherence are at least sometimes

required, then this limits the account of forward looking justification that one can provide (since

one is bound to the old paradigm, progress will be conselvative).

Weaver accepts the difficulties of issues of coherence and worries that Reimer's account entails

the unjustified loss of the key claims, such as the requirement of pacifism, he is trying to protect.

Both Reimer and Weaver accept that the imperialization of the church is problernatic but Weaver

sees Reimer's moves as accornlrodation to the existing problernatic paradigrn. To force

Mennonite claims into orthodox language entails the devaluing (or evenfual elirnination) of

claims that don't fit well. Pacifism, for instance, loses significance since it is not a central claim

of the orthodox tradition. In fact, Weaver believes that this accommodation to orthodoxy will

force Reimer to abandon pacifism.

Reimer's move to express Mennonite claims in the language of orthodoxy is then effectively

L98. The reference here is to how well claims of a particular theory cohere with its rival and not the
intemal coherence of a theory itself. Also, lack of coherence, in this sense, is not a determinative
factor in theory comparison since other values, such as simplicity or explanatory power, also play a
role.
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similar to trying to present the theory of relativity solely under Newtonian assumptions of space

and tirne. Clearly, the difference between Einstein's and Newton's work meant that basic

Newtonian assumptions had to be abandoned. So, as the requirement to work under the

assumptions of Newton would limit the development of physics, Weaver believes that the

requirement to work under the assumptions of orthodoxy limits theological development.

'Weaver then appears to have a greater awareness of the difficulties of comparison and the at

tirnes radical differences between paradigms and theologies.'nn

Reimer's and Weaver's work is certainly not incomrnensurable in the strong semantic sense.

There does not appear to be any difficulty on either part in understanding the respective

positions. In fact, each can summarize the other's position effectively in his own work. The hvo

rnay be incommensurable in Kuhn's second (partial) sense in that the issue between them appears

to involve cornpeting values, but as we claimed earlier the significance or relevance of the

incommensurability debate is to highlight the difficulties involved in theory (theology)

comparison in any particular moment (incommensurability points to no essential problem in such

comparisons). So, while it may be difficult to establish which theology is superior, the

immediate issue is to make prelirninary suggestions to Reimer and Weaver, and to those who

read them, which approach to theology will tum out to be superior.

199- Reimer does at times, in his calls for universal tn¡th and foundations for theology, sound overly
epistemologically optimistic.
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We have already performed this task in part. Both Reimer and'Weaver agree on two tests of a

theology: historical accuracy and theological scope. While the test of historical accuracy with

respect to the key issue of the events of Nicea and the accommodation of the early church to the

empire may be indeterminate, it appears clear that Reimer's account has greater scope. Key

issues of Christian theology, those not directly addressed by the Jesus narratives, and points of

continuity befween various Christian traditions can be explained by Reimer with greater ease

than they can by Weaver. This is not to say that it is impossible for Weaver to develop a

theology of equal breadth, but sirnply that it is a more difficult task given the lirnited resources he

accepts.

On the final issue of the nature of theological progress there is of course little agreement between

the two. But their differences could be addressed on the basis of their shared commitment to the

ethic of Jesus (pacifism and non-violent love). The challenge of Reimer to Weaver is to explain

how the Mennonite claims regarding the essentialness of pacifism to the Christian life can be

relevant to those outside the Mennonite tradition (the Mennonite historical story). Surely if

pacifism is what Jesus demands from Mennonites it is an equal claim on all Christians. In other

words, Reimer challenges Weaver on relativist grounds - if theology is essentially relative then

Mennonites have no points of contact with other Christians and are thus limited to an essential

sectarianism.

Weaver's challenge to Reirner is to maintain a commitment to the ethic of Jesus in the face of
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pressures to accommodate and compromise. Reimer is committed to both Mennonite values and

to continuily with other Christian traditions. 'Weaver's 
concern is that in expressing the

continuity, the centrality of the Jesus ethic will be lost (breadth at the cost of depth). To avoid

this problem Reimer needs to be able to explain in greater detail not only the points of contact

between Mennonites and other Christian traditions but also the points of discontinuity. If the

early church pacifism was not lost due to accommodation to the empire by church leaders at

Nicea, we need to know how then it was lost. This task would perhaps be difûcult to perform

but there is nothing in the structure of Reimer's account that bars its conceivability.2OO The

problem with the tasks facing Weaver is that there is little he can do to move towards

accornplishing thern without abandoning the relativism which is so central to his account.

In this chapter we have used a theological case study to illustrate the claims made in the previous

chapter. The debate between Reimer and Weaver can be divided along the grounds of

backwards looking and forward looking justification. While they differ on their accounts of the

history, the essential difference is with respect to the appropriate future direction of theology.

This difference is grounded in separate accounts of how theology needs to be structured in order

to meet challenges: Weaver claims that Mennonite theology needs to be understood as a distinct

paradigrn and Reimer grounds his work in ecumenical conversation with other Christian

traditions. With respect to this point the two are presently incommensurable.

200. Reimer would no doubt claim also that if the Men¡ronite claims to Christian pacifism turn out to be
ungrounded, then pacifism should then be abandoned by Mennonites.
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